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NOMENCLATURE
structure parameter = _/_--_2 -I- 1-7"W2/q2
$6q,
_t _ anisotropy tensor
skin friction coefficient
axial (streamwise) skin-friction coefficient =7"w=/_prU_1 2
circumferential (transverse) skin-friction coefficient =_'_,/_prU;1 2
pressure coefficient = (P-Pr) / lp, U 2
--u-7_OUk/Oxj -- u--j-_OUk/Oxi + (6o u--_ + 5jau--_) w Model term for UiU ]
stress component
turbulent kinetic energy = (u 2 + v 2 + w 2)/2, assumed w 2 = (u 2 + v 2)/2 where
I
w 2 is not measured
mixing length = _,/_--Q2 + _---_2/¢(OU/Oy)2 + (OW/Oy- W/r) 2
static pressure
--_--_Uj/_Xk -- U-7-_Ui/OXk 4" (U---_612 4" _j---_t_i2 ) W = Production of u--7_
stress component
resultant velocity vector _/U 2 + V 2 + W E
u---_+ _ + ww = 2 k, twice the turbulent kinetic energy
-x/_-V: + 9--_:, total Reynolds stress in x-z plane
_ _ w
_2Skl u-t_[_--_(OUJ/Ozlk - j2_13"_') + _-7_(OUi/Oxl- 6i2_13 _)]
modeling term
½( 3U_/cDxj + c3U.i/Oxi - ( 8i: 15j3+ _j2_i3)w), Strain rate of i,j component
radial distance from centerline of cylinder
radius of cylindrical model
mean velocity components in x, y, and z directions, respectively
component of mean and fluctuating velocity in the i direction where i = 1, 2, or 3
for x, y, or z directions, respectively
upstream free-stream velocity (used in normalization of data) nominally 30 m/see
transverse (circumferential) velocity on surface of rotating cylinder nominally O,
15, and 30 m/sec
mean velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the flow direction at the
boundary layer edge (fl,), respectively
apparent mean velocity components relative to translating wall in x and z
directions, respectively, with magnitudes U and W - W,
mean velocity components in directions parallel and perpendicular to %,
principal stress direction
fluctuating velocity components in x, y, and z directions
mean-square velocity fluctuations in x, y, and z directions
turbulent velocity fluctuation correlations
turbulent triple-velocity correlation, assumed uww = ( uuu + uvv) /2 and
vww = ( vuu + vvv) /2 where uww and vww were not measured
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turbulent triple-velocity correlation = (vuu + vvv + vww) /2
friction velocity = _-_/p_
/
coordinate system representing axial, normal, and circumferential and distances
from the downstream end of spinning cylinder (see fig. 1)
skew angle of horizontal velocity vector relative to free stream
local boundary layer thickness based on U---0.99*U¢
local boundary layer thickness based on W--0.0 l'W8
local boundary layer thickness at X--0 for zero cqP/ax case
x component of displacement thickness, = fo_( 1 - U/U_)( 1 + y/R.o)dy
z component of displacement thickness, = f_o(W/Ws) ( 1 + y/Ro)dy
transverse component of displacement thickness, = fo6 _-_dy
streamwise component of displacement thickness, = fo6( 1 - _)dy
dissipation rate of kinetic energy
principal stress direction = tan -! -_
awIO_-w/r
principal strain-rate direction = tan -1 au/av
Pressure rate-of-strain of _ stress component
molecular kinematic viscosity of air, nominal value of 0.000015 m2/sec
turbulent eddy viscosity
air density, nominal value of 1.2 kg/m 3
x-direction momentum thickness, = f_(U/U_) ( 1 - U/U,) ( 1 + y/Ro) dy
z-direction angular momentum thickness, = foB(U/U_) (W/Ws) ( 1 + y / Ro) 2 dy
total Reynolds shear stress, p_/_--_2 + _--_2
total wall shear stress
axial (streamwise) and circumferential (transverse) wall shear stresses,
respectively
specific dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic energy, E/(0.09*k)
-bobji/2, second invariant of the bq tensor
bijbjkbk_/3, third invariant of the b_j tensor
() long time average
Superscript
(),
(),
(),
Subscripts
edge of boundary layer conditions
reference location, x = -457 mm
x direction
wall conditions
z direction
iv
SUMMARY
The effects of a strong adverse pressure gradient ¢£ a_EP_19_, • ---, on a three-dimensional turbulent bound-
ary layer are studied in an axisymmetric spinning cylinder geometry. Velocity measurements made with
a three-component laser Doppler velocimeter include all three mean flow components, all six Reynolds
stress components, and all ten triple-product correlations. Reynolds stress, x/_--_2 + _--_2, diminishes as
the flow becomes three-dimensional. Lower levels of shear stress were seen to persist under adverse pres-
sure gradient conditions. This low level of stress was seen to roughly correlate with the magnitude of
cross-flow (relative to free stream flow) for this experiment as well as most of the other experiments in
the literature. Variations in pressure gradient do not appear to alter this correlation. For this reason, it is
hypothesized that a three-dimensional boundary layer is more prone to separate than a two-dimensional
boundary layer, although it could not be directly shown here. None of the computations performed with
either a Prandtl mixing length, k - e, or a Launder-Reece-Rodi full Reynolds-stress model were able to
predict the reduction in Reynolds stress.
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Drag on aerodynamic vehicles and the associated consumption of fuel is influenced to a great ex-
tent by the turbulence generated at the vehicle surface. The ability to predict and minimize this drag is
strongly linked to successful mathematical modeling of the turbulent fluid motion. Deficiencies in turbu-
lence models can lead to significant errors in prediction of drag as well as the lift (at high angle of attack)
and stall characteristics of an aircraft. One of the most serious deficiencies a turbulence model can have
is an inability to predict flow separation (the lifting of streamlines away from the body). Accurate predic-
tion of separation is important, since separation effectively alters the aerodynamic shape of the vehicle to
something other than intended--an effect that generally decreases lift and increases drag.
Mathematical models for turbulence would not be necessary if computers had sufficient memory and
speed to compute all of the small scales of turbulent motion from Newton's second law. However, com-
puter memory and speed are still many orders of magnitude too small and too slow to do realistic simu-
lations of engineering flows of interest. While fluid flow can be completely and accurately described by
the Navier-Stokes equations (Newton's second law and the Newtonian viscosity law), these equations are
difficult to solve when the flow becomes turbulent. Therefore, in order to obtain solutions to all but the
simplest flows, it becomes necessary to partially model these equations. One of the favorite methods of
simplifying these equations is to time-average them, thus integrating the random motion of the turbulence
into a single unknown called the Reynolds stress (tensor variable). The Reynolds stress needs to be math-
ematically modeled, since a near infinite series of equations would be required to describe it exactly (a
counterproductive task). Unfortunately, this integral measure of turbulence (Reynolds stress) can be diffi-
cult to model, since it is a very complicated function of strain-rate, history effects, pressure gradient, and
flow skewing, and many other flow conditions. Nevertheless, the Reynolds averaging method of simplify-
ing and partially modeling the Navier-Stokes equations is widely (almost exclusively) used in engineering
calculations to obtain solutions to practical problems. The following sections will discuss primarily the
effects of transverse strain and pressure gradient on the Reynolds stresses.
1.2 Transverse Strain Effects on Turbulence
Useful turbulence models have been developed to describe a wide variety of two-dimensional (2D),
that is, unidirectional, flows. Successful models have been developed to describe 2D attached flows with
mild pressure gradients. Indeed, some models are capable of qualitatively describing 2D separated flows,
although the accuracy of such models leaves room for improvement. By contrast, modeling of 3D (skewed)
flows is relatively rare, since there are very few experiments with sufficient data to guide modeling (refs. 1
and 2). Consequently, most turbulence models for 3D flows tend to be simple mathematical generaliza-
tions of models developed for 2D flows that include no additional physics. However, the few available
experiments indicate a need for inclusion of additional physics in the models.
1.2.1 Reynolds Stress Lag
One flow phenomenon seen in the experiments of Bradshaw and Terrell (ref. 3), Johnston (ref. 4),
Elsenaar and Boelsema (ref. 5), and others (refs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11), is a lag in the development of
the turbulent Reynolds stress field relative to the mean flow field. This phenomenon is not unique to 3D
mean flow fields, but it is prominently exhibited by 3D flows. The lag phenomenon is illustrated by the
spinning cylinder experiment of Driver and Hebbar (refs. 11 and 12)(fig. 1.1). As the flow proceeds in
the streamwise x-direction through the 3D interaction zone, the mean flow strain rate is seen to change
direction before the turbulent Reynolds stress vector does---direction changes from-45 ° upstream to +10 °
downstream. Another example of lag is given in the "infinite" swept wing experiment of Elsenaar and
Boelsma (ref. 5) (fig. 1.2), in which the mean flow strain-rate direction is seen to turn to larger angles
(-12 °) than the Reynolds stress vector (-5°)--both vectors started at zero, upstream of the 3D interaction
zone.
1.2.2 Reynolds Stress Drop
A second 3D phenomenon, seen in the "infinite" swept wing experiment of Bradshaw and Pontikos
(ref. 8), is the decay of Reynolds stress, relative to corresponding Reynolds stress in 2D flows. In figure
1.3, the Reynolds stress (indicated by symbols) is lowest at the downstream station where the mean flow
is 3D in contrast to the upstream station (indicated by the solid line) where the mean flow is 2D. Similarly
in the simulation of Moin, Shih, Driver, and Mansour (ref. 13), the Reynolds stress drops during the time
when the mean flow is 3D. Likewise, in the experiment of Driver and Hebbar (ref. 12), Reynolds stresses
are lower where the flow is 3D.
One practical way to quantify this departure of the shear stress from a 2D equilibrium boundary
layer is to normalize the shear stress by the mean flow gradient, using a mixing length formulation (i.e.,
I = _/_---_2 + _---_2/_/(OU/O_I) 2 + (OW/O_l)2 ). Two-dimensional boundary layers usually exhibit a linear
distribution of I with distance from the wall (i.e., l = 0.41 y) for V < 0.22 6 and then a constant distribution
of I equal to 0.09 6 for V > 0.22 6. The Pontikos and Bradshaw (ref. 7) flow, shown in figure 1.4, demon-
strates a drop in mixing length (Reynolds stress) with distance into the 3D flow. Anderson and Eaton's
(ref. 10) wedge flow (fig. 1.5), Muller's (ref. 14) turning flow (fig. 1.6) and DeChow and Felsch's (ref. 9)
wing body junction flow (fig. 1.7) all demonstrate a similar drop in length scale with distance along the
3D interaction zone. On the other hand, the spinning cylinder flows of Lohmann (ref. 15) (fig. 1.8) and
Bissonnette and Mellor (ref. 16) (fig. 1.9) apparently indicate the opposite trend of mixing length increase
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ratherthandecrease--theseflowscontaincurvatureeffectswhichdestabilizetheboundarylayerandcon-
sequentlyincreasethe mixing length. SeeappendixA for a discussionof curvature. Even thoughthe
spinningcylinder flow of Driver andHebbar(ref. 12)alsocontainscurvatureeffects,themixing length,
shownin figure 1.10,appearsto decreasebelow thecurvature-correctedmodeldownstream(X = 15_%)
wheretheflow experiences3Deffects.
Onephysicalexplanationfor theobserved drop in length scales (Reynolds stress) proposed by Brad-
shaw and Pontikos (ref. 8) is that shear producing coherent structures of the kind seen in 2D boundary
layers are "toppled" over and disrupted by crossflow.
1.2.3 Near Wall Scaling
When the log-law-of-the-wall is modified for 3D flows, it often exhibits a different slope (von Karman
constant) than that for 2D flows (refs. 1, 6, 17, 18, and 19). A review of all known 3D log law-of-the-wail
assumptions was done by Pierce, McAllister, and Tennant (refs. 17, 18, and 19) in which they found some
models gave relatively good agreement, but all of the models exhibited some differences when compared
to various data sets. Part of the difficulty with searching for a log law-of-the-wall is the lack of exper-
iments that use independent surface skin-friction measurements which do not rely on a law-of-the-wall
assumption.
1.3 Pressure Gradient Effects on Two-Dimensional Boundary Layers
Mean flow measurements have been performed by several researchers in 2D boundary layer flows
with adverse pressure gradient (refs. 20, 21, 22, and 23). More recently, experiments which include mea-
surements of the Reynolds stresses have been performed (refs. 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28). Typically, one finds
that the adverse pressure gradient reduces the level of stress near the wall, while increasing the stress away
from the wall. Prandtl mixing length scales generally drop with increasing adverse pressure gradient. If
the flow detaches, the mixing lengths become imaginary (or undefined), making it difficult to adequately
devise models based on a Prandtl mixing length. Despite these differences, near wall similarity of the mean
velocity (scaled with surface shear) appears to be unaffected by pressure gradient with the exception that
similarity is confined to regions closer to the wall. This finding suggests that wall-function-type turbulence
models can be used in adverse pressure gradient flows.
1.4 Review of Spinning Cylinder Experiments
This section outlines the previous experiments performed on spinning cylinder geometries. Several
such experiments exist in the literature.
1.4.1 Zero Pressure Gradient Cases
In practice, 3D flows usually arise from transverse pressure gradients, such as those that occur on
swept wings, rotating turbines, or in curved ducts. Likewise, most experiments (refs. 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, and 14)
utilize transverse pressure gradient to generate a crossflow, making it difficult to study viscous effects
independent of pressure gradient effects.
An innovativeexperimentto study a 3D boundarylayer without pressuregradientwasdoneby
Furuya,Nakamura,andKawachi(ref. 29). They studiedthegrowthof crossflowproducedby aspinning
cylinderalignedwith a uniform freestream.BissonetteandMellor (ref. 16)andLohmann(ref. 15)later
reportedturbulencemeasurementsonsimilarconfigurations,whichsuggestedthatturbulentshearstresses
may not besimply proportionalto themeanflow strain(via scalareddyviscosity)as is oftenassumed.
Instead,eddyviscosityappearedto be anisotropic(i.e., -_-q/(au/oy) 5t -_--_/(aW/ar - W/r)). A
further experimental and computational study was performed by Higuchi and Rubesin (refs. 30 and 31) in
which they studied the decay of crossflow on a stationary section of cylinder immediately downstream of
a spinning section. In the computational part of their study, they showed that models which accounted for
anisotropy of eddy viscosity predicted crossflow better than those that used scalar eddy viscosity. How-
ever, sizable discrepancies remained between the measurements and the calculations, which were thought
to be caused by the pressure rate-of-strain model. Higuchi and Rubesin (ref. 30) made direct measurements
of skin friction in an unsuccessful effort to find a law of the wall for 3D flow. Later, Driver and Hebbar
(ref. 12) measured all six Reynolds stresses as well as the mean flow in the experimental rig of Higuchi and
Rubesin, learning that indeed eddy viscosity is anisotropic and needs to be modeled with a full Reynolds-
stress-type model. These Reynolds stress measurements along with triple product correlations permitted
Reynolds stress equation balances, the results of which showed reasonably good agreement between the
various pressure-strain models and pressure-strain deduced from the data. A review of spinning cylinder
flows is given by Nakamura and Yamashita (ref. 32).
1.4.2 Combined Pressure Gradient and Transverse Strain Effects
Pressure gradient effects on 3-D boundary layers have been studied in experiments where streamwise
pressure gradients are directly linked with crossflow pressure gradients (refs. 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, and 14). In an
effort to study the effects of a single component of pressure gradient on 3D flows, Furuya et al. (ref. 33)
produced mild streamwise pressure gradients on their rotating cylinder flow by converging and diverging
the tunnel wails. They found only minimal effects of streamwise pressure gradient on the developing mean
crossflow (no Reynolds stress measurements were performed). Driver and Hebbar (refs. 34 and 35) also
looked at a case of adverse axial pressure gradient on a spinning cylinder, in which the pressure gradient
was caused by a forward facing step obstruction. Here the transverse component of Reynolds stress was
also found to be only minimally affected by the sudden application of streamwise pressure gradient.
1.5 Recent Three-Dimensional Turbulence Modeling Efforts
Reynolds stress behavior appears to be fundamentally different between 3D and 2D flows. The
stresses in 3D flows tend to be somewhat lower than in comparable 2D flows. In addition, the transverse
component of Reynolds stress (not present in 2D flows) tends to develop significantly more slowly than
the mean flow, producing a difference in the direction of the mean flow strain-rate and the Reynolds shear
stress direction (sometimes referred to as a lag phenomenon). Turbulence models designed for 2D flows
generally fail to predict these two effects. Recognizing these deficiencies in turbulence models, several
researchers have proposed modifications of existing models.
Rotta (ref. 36) designed a turbulence model which would produce a lag between the Reynolds stresses
and the mean flow strain-rate--an eddy-viscosity model which varies with direction.
-u'--_= v_,.aUlay + v_,,aw/av
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-v---_ = vt,.aU/ay + vt,,OW/ay
where
v,,, = v_(1 - (7"- 1)sin2(3))
v_,, = vL(1 - T)sin(3)cos(3)
vt,, = vt( 1 - (T - 1)cos2 (3))
with T = constant (Rotta suggests 0.5), 3 = local flow angle, and vt any scalar eddy-viscosity model. The
difficulty with Rotta's model is that it is not Galilean invariant, so it gives different results depending on
what reference frame is used to define 3. Nevertheless, the model, when applied in a direction parallel to
the free stream (viewed from the solid wall), yields improved results over a scalar eddy-viscosity model.
Another attempt at improving modeling of the Reynolds stresses was proposed by Abid (ref. 37), in
which he diminishes the streamwise Reynolds stress by the ratio of the displacement thickness components.
= ( 1- IS' le;I),.,,au/av
-,--w= ( 1
, , _ W d
where ti, = fo_( 1 - _)dy and tic = f_ (_) y with vt being any scalar eddy viscosity model. This model
produces the desired effect of reducing the Reynolds stress in flows with crossflow. In addition, the model
relies on global thickness parameters which may restrict its application to wall bounded flows.
Models which solve a full set of Reynolds stress equations inherently have the ability to develop a lag
between the stresses and the mean flow field.
where diffusion (D_j), pressure-strain (¢_j), and dissipation (eij) all require modeling. This type of model
allows the stresses to develop slowly at rates which depend on the mean flow. Furthermore, each stress is
allowed to develop somewhat independently of the others, which permits differing growth rates for each
stress and thereby enables the stress to develop in a different direction from the mean flow strain-rate.
Deficiencies exist with this class of models, but they are difficult to pinpoint because of the inability to
directly measure most of the terms in these equations.
1.6 Objectives of Current Study
The experiments described in this report were done in an effort to find correlations linking the degree
of three-dimensionality of the mean flow to the drop in Reynolds stress and lag between the stress and the
strain-rate. There is a need for parameters which are sensitive indicators of the magnitude of 3D effects on
Reynolds stresses--just as _-/0u
_-v was found to be a parameter useful in indicating the degree of curvature
effects.
The intent of this work has been to determine any differences between turbulence in 2D mean flows
and turbulence in 3D mean flows. As previously discussed, many modeling assumptions used in 2D flows
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do notaccuratelyfit 3D flows. Thissuggeststhattheremaybefundamentaldifferencesbetween3D and
2D flows (suchascoherentstructuredifferences).
An additionalobjectiveis to extendour understandingof 3D boundarylayersto includecasesof
strongadversepressuregradients.Answersto a few fundamentalquestionsareneeded.Is a 3D turbulent
boundarylayeranymoreor lessproneto separatethana2Done?Howdoestheapparentdropin Reynolds
shearstress(associatedwith 3D turbulentboundarylayers)affecttheboundarylayer's resistanceto sep-
aration?Consideringthat3D meanflow causesadecreasein Reynoldsshearstress,it seemslikely that
suchaboundarylayeris moreproneto separatein thefaceof a givenlongitudinalpressurerise.
Thisstudypresentsnewdataontheeffectsof axialadversepressureonasheardriven,axially symmet-
ric, 3D turbulentboundarylayeralongastationarycylinder.CalculationsusingaReynolds-stressequation
modelarecomparedwith thedata.Termsin thetransportequationsareextractedfrom thedatain orderto
testvariousturbulencemodels.
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2 EXPERIMENT FACILITY
The experimental facility, described in this section, provides for the independent study of pressure
gradient effects and transverse strain effects, as well as the combined effects of pressure gradient and
transverse strain. To understand combined effects, it is necessary to study the individual effects separately
in the same facility using the same instruments---this enables the cause and effect relationship to be more
easily distinguished. This section also describes the geometry and boundary conditions for these experi-
ments. The instruments used to probe this flow are also described along with the estimated uncertainties
for each of these measurements.
Boundary layer flow is often subjected to lateral forces from transverse pressure gradient. One way
to simulate these transverse pressure gradient forces is to laterally move the wall beneath the boundary
layer. This enables one to easily study various degrees of 3D flow skewing by merely changing the wall
speed. Furthermore, flows which contain no lateral flow variations, such as axisymmetric flows or infinite
span flows, are far easier to study experimentally, computationally, and analytically. Consequently, an
axisymmetric spinning-cylinder geometry was adopted (in which the axis is aligned with external flow)
(fig. 2.1). Transverse flow develops on a section of cylinder which is made to rotate at selected speeds with
respect to free-stream velocity. Downstream, the transverse flow decays with distance along a stationary
section of cylinder.
This flow is characterized by the means of flow zones as shown in figure 2.1. Upstream, on a stationary
section, a turbulent 2D boundary layer develops on an axially symmetric cylinder (2D boundary layer
zone). The flow then passes over a rotating section of cylinder and the transverse velocity of the cylinder's
surface generates a large component of cross flow velocity near the surface (3D interaction zone). Away
from the wall, where the effect of this new boundary condition is yet to be felt, the flow remains 2D. Further
along the rotating cylinder, the transverse flow reaches the edge of the boundary layer and the flow begins
to evolve into a collateral state. As the flow on the spinning cylinder approaches the collateral condition
(i.e., unidirectional when viewed from the translating wall) the flow begins to take on the characteristics of
a 2D boundary layer again (2D zone). Further downstream, the flow passes on to a stationary, third section
of cylinder where the new boundary condition reduces the lateral flow near the surface of the cylinder. The
noncollateral condition that develops is a classical 3D boundary layer with a high degree of skewing (3D
zone). Far downstream, the boundary layer skewing diminishes to the point that the flow is nearly 2D and
flowing parallel with the cylinder's axis (2D zone).
2.1 Wind Tunnel
The experiment was conducted in a low-speed open circuit wind tunnel with the cylinder mounted
along its centerline. Sketches of the tunnel are shown in figures 2.2 and 2.3. This facility is a modified
version of the rig previously used by Higuchi and Rubesin (ref. 30), and Driver and Hebbar (refs. 12
and 34).
2.1.1 Facility Description
The inlet bell-mouth and settling chamber contained a honeycomb with cells of 4.8 mm diam by
152 mm followed by three fine meshed screens (0.27 mm diam wire woven with 1.9 mm spacing). A
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9:1contractionrationozzledeliveredflow to thetestsection.Thetestsectioncrosssectionmeasured310
mmby 310mmat theinlet andis 1830mm long. All four testsectionwailswerecontouredfrom flexible
plexiglasto createthedivergingportionof thetunnelwallswhichproducedtheadversepressuregradient.
A straight(nearlyparallel) section900 mm in lengthprecededtheflexiblepartof thetest sectionwalls.
Downstream,at thetestsectionexit, thewallsconvergedagainto join the330mmby 330mmexit duct.
Theexit ductcardedtheflow adistanceof 3100mmto avane-and-statortypeaxial flow fan poweredby
avariablespeed5 hpDC motor.
The streamwisepressuregradientin the upstreamhalf of thetest sectionwasforced to bezeroby
divergingthe tunnelwalls slightly to compensatefor theblockageeffectof boundarylayergrowth. The
streamwisepressuregradientin thesecondhalf of thetestsectioncouldbeadjustedby varyingthediver-
genceof thetunnelwalls (fig. 2.3). Thetop andbottomwalls wereadjustedwith screw-threadedrods
at five jackingstations,while thesidewallshadpermanentlyfixedcontours(in aneffort to minimizeop-
tical obstruction).Threesetsof sidewallswereconstructed.(1) A straightsetproduceda zeropressure
gradient;(2) the secondsetbegandivergence1060mm downstreamof thetest sectionentrance,a loca-
tioncoincidingwith thejunctionbetweenspinningandstationarycylinders;and(3) a third setdiverged
883mmdownstreamof thecontractionnozzletoproduceapressuregradientwhich startedon thespinning
cylinderandgrewto a maximumat theendof thespinningcylinder.
Boundarylayersuctionwasappliedthroughslotsonall fourwallsata location38mmupstreamof the
startof walldivergenceto minimizeflow separationonthetunnelwalls. Suctionremovedtheinnerthirdof
theboundarylayer,whilepullingthemoreenergeticfluid fromtheouterportionof theboundarylayerinto
contactwith thewall. Thismassflow removal(about10%of theincomingtunnelmassflow)producedan
additionaladversepressuregradient,associatedwith thenegativedisplacementeffectof suction.
A 140-mmdiametercylinder,dividedinto threesegments,ranthelengthof thetunnelalongits cen-
terline(fig. 2.2). Theupstreamfixedsectionwascantileveredfrom a supportwebwhich wasattachedto
thetunnelin the inlet plenum;thissectionextendedthroughtheinlet nozzleandextended152mm into
thetestsectionwhereit joined thecentralrotatingsection.The914 mmlongrotatingsectionwassimply
supportedby two precisionbearings(New DepartureHyattno. 5604).A drive motorattheupstreamend
of thefixed sectionwasconnectedby a centraldrive shaftto therotating section.Thedownstreamend
of the spinningcylinderwassupportedby a secondcantileveredfixed section.The spinningsectionand
downstreamsectionareimprovedversionsof thecylinderusedbyHiguchiandRubesin(ref.30)andDriver
andHebbar(refs.12and34); thenewcylindershadtightertoleranceon thediametersof thetwo sections.
Thenewspinningandstationarycylindersweremadeequalin diameter(140mm) to within -t-0.04 mm
(_÷ < 4), and an improvement over the previous cylinder the gap between spinning and stationary sections
was closed to within 0.2 mm.
The cylinder was fabricated from aluminum tubing with external and internal surfaces machined to
eliminate ellipticity and imbalance. Particular care was taken to make the cylinder segments uniform in
diameter at the mating ends. The rotating section was machined while spinning on its bearing mounts
during the final stages of manufacturing to insure concentricity of the outer surface with the axis of rota-
tion. The downstream stationary section was likewise carefully machined to conform in diameter to the
spinning section. All surfaces were uniform in diameter to +0.04 mm and polished for a dull mirror fin-
ish. The spinning cylinder was carefully balanced at 5000 rev/min thus minimizing the vibration related
displacements to less than -t-0.03 mm (_+ < 3 ).
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Theboundarylayer thatgrew on the cylinder surface was considered the test region. Measurements
were taken primarily on the downstream stationary section where the flow exhibits 3D effects during re-
laxation back to a 2D boundary layer (fig. 2.4). To trip and thicken the boundary layer, two boundary layer
trips consisting of No. 150 sandpaper 51 mm long were placed on the fixed section of cylinder in the inlet
230 mm and 305 mm upstream of the junction with the spinning section. The experiments were performed
at nominal free-stream velocities of 15 and 30 m/sec, and the corresponding free-stream turbulence inten-
sities were approximately 1% and 0.6% respectively. The spinning section of the cylinder (914 mm long)
was rotated at circumferential speeds of 0, 15 and 30 m/sec depending on the test being conducted. The
boundary-layer thickness at the end of the spinning section was 27 mm (W, = U, -- 30 m/sec) and 18 mm
(U,=30 rn/sec and W, -- 0) giving a Reynolds number based on momentum thicknesses of 6000 and 4000,
respectively. The ratio of 6 to cylinder radius, Ro, was 0.39 and 0.26 for these cases.
2.1.2 Specific Geometry for Downstream Pressure Gradient Cases
For the first geometry studied the tunnel wall divergence and pressure gradient was imposed, starting
near the junction between spinning and non-spinning sections (at X = -4 mm). The tunnel walls were
diverged with the wall displacements shown in table 2.1. Here the maximum pressure gradient occurs
downstream of the cylinder's junction (X = 0 mm).
2.1.3 Specific Geometry for Upstream Pressure Gradient Cases
A second case was studied in which tunnel wall divergence and pressure gradient was imposed up-
stream at X = -182 mm. Wall contour locations are shown in table 2.2. In this case, the peak adverse
pressure gradient is located at the cylinder's junction, so the maximum pressure gradient occurred at the
location of maximum 3D flow skewing (X = 0 mm).
2.2 Instrumentation
Nonintrusive instruments employing optical techniques were used to make most of the flow-field
measurements. Probes were avoided since the downstream disturbance created by a probe has been known
to alter the upstream flow when strong adverse pressure gradient is present. This section describes the
instruments used to measure this flow.
2.2.1 Surface Measurements
Surface pressures were obtained through 0.3 mm diam static tap orifices drilled in the stationary
cylinder. Pressures were sensed with a Datametrics Barocel pressure sensor (Type 581D-10T-2B2-V3X,
range 10 Torr) and Signal Conditioner (Type 1015), and read by a PDP-I1/34 computer with 12-bit A/D
converter (5 mV resolution). Accuracies in measuring Cv were better than +0.01 based on repeat runs.
Other errors were smaller. Additional surface pressure measurements were performed on the rotatable
section while it was not spinning by use of static pressure tubes (2.4 mm diam) taped to the cylinder's
surface.
Streamwise surface skin friction was measured with a two beam laser-interferometer oil-flow tech-
nique, described in reference 38 (fig. 2.5). Silicone oils with viscosities of 10 and 50 centistoke were
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appliedto thetopof thecylinder. Pressuregradientwasshownto havean insignificant(lessthan0.5%)
influenceon theoil thinningrateandnocorrectionwasapplied.Themostsignificanterrorswerebelieved
tobedueto surfaceroughness.Althoughthesurfacewaspolishedto adull mirror finish,minutepolishing
markson theorderof onemicrondepthmayhaveaneffecton theoil film whichis only abouttenmicrons
thick. Uncertaintiesin theskin-frictioncoefficient(Cf) wereestimatedto be+ 10%of themeasuredvalue.
Additional skin-friction measurements were performed using a surface pitot tube and Preston and
Patel's (ref. 39) calibration relating pitot tube pressure to skin-friction. Pitot tube measurements were
made where there was no significant crossflow.
Surface flow direction was obtained using oil-flow techniques. Silicone oils with 10, 30, 50, 100, and
200 centistoke viscosities were applied in dot-sized amounts to the top radial generator of the stationary
cylinder. After sufficient tunnel run time (_10 min), the oil traces were lifted from the cylinder's surface
using absorbing paper from which the oil flow direction could be read with an uncertainty of 4-0.5" for an
individual run. Repeat runs were performed in order to determine a flow direction to a final accumulated
uncertainty of -l-1.5 °.
2.2.2 Flow Field Measurements
Three components of velocity were measured using a three-color, coincidence validating, laser Doppler
velocimeter (fig. 2.6). Blue (488 nm), green (514.5 nm), and violet (476 rim) beam pairs were used to
measure U cos(30.0 °) + W sin(30.0°), V and U cos(-30.0 °) + W sin(-30.0 °) components of velocity, re-
spectively. Each set of beam pairs was intersected at the spanwise midpoint of the tunnel. Angles between
beam pairs were nominally 8.00 °, thus creating fringe spacings of 3.498/_m, 3.688/_m, and 3.145 #m for
the green, blue, and violet beams, respectively. One beam of each of the beam pairs was Bragg shifted
40 Mhz in order to impose a direction bias on the doppler signal, thus allowing direction to be distinguished
from the signal. Half-micron-diam polystyrene particles, injected at the inlet of the tunnel, were used to
seed the flow which passes through the laser beams (at the beam intersection point). Scattered light from
seed particles in the scattering volumes (0.3 mm diam by 3 mm long) was collected by photomultiplier
tubes viewing from 30 ° to the side of direct forward scatter. An aperture on the receiving optics effectively
reduced the field of view to a volume _0.3 mm diam by 1 mm (or d ÷ = 24 by l ÷ = 80). This minimal probe
volume reduced the probability of multiple (or virtual) seed particle measurements. Counters (TSI Inc.
model 1990c), sensing the electrical signal from the photo-multiplier tubes (proportional to scattered light
intensity), measured the time for 32 periods with 1 nanosecond resolution. The digital signal created by the
counter was read and recorded by a Micro-VAX computer. Occasionally, significant counting errors were
encountered where the counter failed to detect a local maximum in the signal, effectively counting the time
for 33 periods instead of the desired 32 periods. This was considered noise and the counters discarded most
of these measurements through the periodicity test. As a precaution, histogram pruning was carried out in
a attempt to eliminate any bad measurements that were counted, however once in a while these spurious
signals were indistinguishable from good signals and were erroneously included in the statistical averages
(less than 0.1% of the time).
Velocity triplets were decomposed into average and fluctuating components of velocity and averaged
together using a 3D velocity bias correction, to obtain U, V, and W mean flow velocities to +0.3 m/see (1%
of free stream) and uu, vv and _ with accuracy of + 10% of local values. Reynolds shear stresses, _--_,
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v-'-_and_ weredeterminedwith accuraciesof 4445% of _2_j. Velocity triple-product correlations
(_), were also calculated; with accuracies of +4%0f _/_j _/:_, high uncertainties are expected
in higher order statistics.
The 3D velocity bias correction applied to the data involved multiplying every velocity measurement
by a weight function equal to Q--/Q(t) (where Q = x/U 2 + V 2 + W 2 is the instantaneous resultant velocity).
The effect of multiplying this weight function was insignificant in most regions of the flow, however, where
the Q/k becomes small the effect on various measured quantities can be significant.
2.3 Flowfield Quality
Good flow axisymmetry was inferred from surface pressures measured circumferentiany around the
cylinder. Circumferential variations in Cp were less than 0.25% of the upstream dynamic pressure over
most of the cylinder. The largest variations (0.5%) were seen at X = 6 mm, where the axial pressure gradient
is a maximum (fig. 2.7).
Flow axisymmetry was checked under non-spinning conditions at several stations using a pitot pres-
sure tube (Preston tube method) at the cylinder surface. The skin friction measurements, derived from these
pressure measurements, are shown in figure 2.8 for stations X = -762, -305, and -76 mm along the the
cylinder. Generally, circumferential distributions of skin friction were uniform to within 4444% (of upstream
CI). The last station is located in the strong adverse pressure gradient portion of the flow; here skin-friction
variations are less than 6% of the upstream level, indicating that no significant asymmetries are developing.
Nonuniform deposits of seed particles in inlet screens are a major cause of spanwise nonuniformity. Care
was taken to clean the laser Doppler velocimeter seed deposits from the inlet screens.
Pressure fluctuations from the downstream fan were detected by use of a high-frequency-response
pressure transducer connected through a short length of tubing to various static pressure orifices. Variations
in pressure were largest at the downstream end of the test section (nearest the fan); here pressure fluctuations
were less than -1-1% of the dynamic pressure with frequencies on the order of 25 Hz. Additional test with
hot-wire probes also sensed flow variations of 0.5% in magnitude and in the 25 Hz range.
2.4 Computations
Computations were performed using a boundary-layer code developed by Wilcox (ref. 40) for Ames
Research Center and is referred to here as the SPIN CODE. The computations solve a finite-differenced
set of parabolic boundary-layer equations implicitly in Y and marching in X. The program can incorporate
different turbulence models ranging from a simple, mixing-length model to a more complicated Reynolds-
stress-equation model (RSE). Earlier calculations by Higuchi and Rubesin (ref. 31) indicated that the RSE
model resulted in better agreement with experiments than did the eddy-viscosity models. Therefore, the
computations shown in this paper were done with the RSE model.
The RSE model used here was based on the closure equations of Launder, Reece and Rodi (ref. 41), but
with length scale established with the specific dissipation rate (ref. 42), w (w = e/0.09 k). The near-wall
region is treated with unique damping models which are consistent with those of reference 41.
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Thecomputations tartupstreamon the spinning section at Z/8o = - 15 with experimentally measured
values of mean velocities and Reynolds stresses used as starting conditions. Starting the calculations with
experimental data ensures that downstream differences between the calculations and experiment are caused
by the model assumptions and not the initial conditions.
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Table 2.1 Wall displacement settings for adverse pressure gradient ease D.
X
e
1010
1019
1932
1861
1865
1092
1118
1143
1168
1194
1219
1245
1270
1321
1372
1422
1473
1524
1575
1600
1626
1651
1676
1782
1727
1753
1778
1803
1829
Wall Displacement Tunnel dimensions no wall displacement
Top/Bottom
mm
e
e
Q
Q
Q
e
2
6
11
15
19.8
24.3
25,6
3O.O
33.8
37.8
48.6
42 9
39 6
34 e
30 9
26 9
22 2
17 5
12.3
5.6
2.3
-1.1
-2.7
-3.8
Side Width Height
mm mm mm
O 385 318
8 385 318
O 305 318 <_
-4 305 318 <_
-5 385 319 <_
-5 305 319 <_
-2 385 319
4 385 320
9 385 328
13.5 385 320
17.5 385 320
21.3 305 321
24.1 385 321
26.7 385 321
38.5 385 322
32.5 385 323
33.5 305 324
34.5 305 324
35.6 305 325
36.6 385 326
36.6 305 326
36.6 385 326
36.6 385 327
36.3 385 327
32.5 305 327
25.4 385 327
17.8 385 327
11.4 385 327
18.2 385 328
18.2 305 329
top & bottom wall slot
side wall slots
start wall divergence
Cylinder Jct.
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Table 2.2 Wall displacement settings for adverse pressure gradient cases B & C.
Wall Displacement Tunnel dimensions no wall displacement
X Top/Bottom Side Width Height
rnm mffi _ _
e 0 e 305 306
832 6 0 305 315
841 6 6 305 316
854 0 -4 305 316
883 0 -5 305 317
914 2 -2 305 317
946 7 4 365 317
965 11 9 365 318
991 15 13.5 365 318
1616 26.6 17.5 365 318
1641 24.3 21.3 305 319
1665 26.9 24.1 365 319
1092 30.0 26.7 305 319
1118 32.5 29.8 305 326
1143 33.9 36.5 365 326
1168 36.2 31.8 305 320
1219 39.6 33.5 365 321
1270 41.9 35.3 305 321
1321 43.7 37.1 365 322
1372 45.1 38.9 305 323
1422 45.2 46.4 305 324
1473 44.5 41.9 365 324
1524 38.7 43.4 305 325
1575 34.2 45.0 305 326
1606 30.9 45.7 305 326
1626 26.9 46.2 365 326
1651 22.2 46.2 365 327
1676 17.5 44.5 305 327
1762 12.3 38.1 365 327
1727 5.6 28.5 365 327
1753 2.3 19.1 365 327
1778 -1.1 12.2 365 328
1863 -2.7 16.2 365 328
1829 -3.8 16.2 305 329
<_
<_
top & bottom wall slot
side wall slots
start wall divergence
<_ Cylinder junction
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Figure 2.1 Spinning Cylinder Flow Zones.
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Figure 2.3 Pressure Gradient Test Section Geometry
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All dimensions In millimeters
Figure 2.4 Flow Conditions and Test Section Geometry.
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Figure 2.6 Three-component laser Doppler velocity measuring system.
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Figure 2.7 Circumferential Distribution of Surface Pressure, case B.S0, Q) x=6mm,
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3 PARAMETRIC STUDY
Pressure gradient and spin rate were varied independently in an effort to determine the sensitivity of
turbulence in the boundary layer to varying degrees of transverse strain and streamwise deceleration.
3.1 Pressure Gradient Variations
Four cases of pressure gradient were created using different tunnel side wall geometries.
(1) For case A, the walls are parallel (zero aP/ax).
(2) For case B, the wall diverged with mild side wall boundary layer suction, starting at X = -180 mm
(mild OP/Ox > 0).
(3) For case C, the wall diverged with strong side wall boundary layer suction, starting at X = -180 mm
(strong aP/ax > 0).
(4) For case D, the wall diverged with strong side wall boundary layer suction, starting at X = -4 mm
(strong aP/Ox > 0).
In order to distinguish the different cases, each case will be referred to as case A, B, C, or D. Pressure
distributions for these cases with zero cylinder rotation can be seen in figure 3.1. Cases B and C are
identical in geometry; the difference in pressure gradient is a result of different tunnel side-wall boundary
layer removal rates. In case B, sidewall suction was insufficient to eliminate flow separation in the corners
of the diverging test section. For case C, suction was increased in the corners to eliminate flow separation
in the outer wall corners, but flow detachment now occurred on the surface of the cylinder at X _ 50 with
reattachment at ,_225 mm. Case D has an identical sidewall diffuser shape to that of case C, except the
sidewall divergence starts at X = -4 mm instead of-180 mm. Here the cylinder boundary layer is nearly
detached by X = 225 mm.
Pressure at the edge of the boundary layer was estimated using Bernouli's equation and laser doppler
velocity measurements (see the lines in fig. 3.1). Static pressure outside the boundary layer is nearly equal
to the pressure measured on the cylinder's surface; this indicates that boundary layer approximations may
be reasonable to use in the regions where the flow is attached. Notice that even though the tunnel wall
divergence starts at X = -180 mm for cases B and C and X = -5 mm for case D, the pressure gradient
actually starts upstream at -225 mm and -50 mm, respectively.
Stream function, determined from mean velocity measurements, is shown in figure 3.2. The stream-
lines diverge from the wall for all cases as expected in an adverse pressure gradient boundary layer. Flow
separation is evident in case C; here the pressure rise and pressure gradient were increased by 15% over
case B. Case D, in which the pressure rise starts farther downstream, shows nearly the same stream function
divergence as was seen in case C except that the divergence starts 180 mm downstream.
When the cylinder was spinning, (tangential speed IV, = U,), the pressure distributions were nearly
the same as for the non-spinning cases (fig. 3.3). Again static pressures at the edge of the boundary layer
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wereestimatedusingBernouli'sequationandthelaserDopplervelocity measurements(alsoshown);the
differencein pressureacrosstheboundarylayeris quitesmall.
Streamfunctioncontours(fig. 3.4)divergesomewhatlessthanfor thecorrespondingnon-spinning
cases.Furthermore,caseCremainsattached,unlikethenon-spinningcasewhichseparated.Thespinning
casestaysattachednot becauseof transversestraineffects,but insteadbecauseof transversecurvature
effects,which in thissituationtendto destabilizeandincreaseturbulencein theboundarylayer(seeappen-
dix A for furtherdiscussion).
3.2 Spin Rate Variations
In an effort to vary the degree of 3D skewing present in the boundary layer, four cases of spin-rate
were considered.
(1) W,/U_ : 0(m/s)/30(m/s) = 0.0
(2) W,/U_ = 15(m/s)/30(m/s) = 0.5
(3) W,/U_ = 30(m/s)/30(m/s)= 1.0
(4) We U,. = 30(m/s)/15(m/s) = 2.0
To further identify the cases of different spin-rates, each pressure gradient cases A, B, C, and D will include
a suffix SO, S½, S1, or $2 corresponding to the spin rate W,/U_ =0, ½, 1, or 2, respectively. For example,
the upstream case of weak adverse pressure gradient with the cylinder spinning at a rate W,,/U,. = 1 is
referred to as case B.S 1.
Streamwise surface skin-friction measurements for cases B.S0, B.S½, and B.S1 are shown in fig-
ure 3.5. Streamwise friction increases with increased rotation speed because of an increase in turbulent
energy associated with rotation. The transverse skin friction was estimated by using the tangent of the
measured surface oil flow direction and the measured streamwise skin friction (fig. 3.6). Predictably,
transverse skin friction increases with increasing rotational velocity of the cylinder. Figure 3.7 shows the
surface oil flow direction from which the transverse skin friction was determined. As expected, surface
shear-stress angle increases with cylinder rotational speed. Note that the skin-friction measurements for
case B were obtained with the tunnel running under off-design conditions and should be used only quali-
tatively to visualize trends. Since the cylinder's boundary layer was much thicker than normal for the Cy
and B measurements only, these measurements are not compatible with the Cp and LDV measurements
which were obtained at the correct conditions.
3.3 Combined Effects of Pressure Gradient and Transverse Strain
Surface skin-friction was also measured for cases C and D (figs. 3.8 through 3.13). Generally, both
streamwise and transverse skin friction increase with increased rotational speed.
Conversely, both streamwise and transverse skin friction decrease with adverse pressure gradient.
Figure 3.14 shows transverse skin-friction decreasing with increasing streamwise pressure gradient for the
cases with We U,- = 1.0. This is a result of boundary layer thickening due to adverse pressure gradient,
which reduces cOW/cOy near the wall.
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The Clauserparameter,viewedastheratio of thepressureforce to the surfaceskin-friction force
(cgCr,/Ox/(CA/6*) ) is often used to characterize the amount of the pressure gradient. The Clauser parame-
ter was evaluated for cases D.S0 and D.S 1 (fig. 3.15). In case D.S0 where there is no spin, OCp/Ox/(CA 6*)
grows to 80 by x = 220 mm (80 implies separation is imminent). For spinning case B.S 1, 0Cp/0z/( C A/6*)
grows to a lower level, 14, as a result of a higher skin-friction level. Slower growth of the Clauser parame-
ter is seen in cases B.S0 and B.S1 where pressure gradient is milder (fig. 3.16). Cases D.S1 (that has spin)
and B.S0 (that has no spin) attain comparable asymptotic levels of Clauser parameter.
3.4 Primary Test Case Selection
It was desired to find a case that had the maximum effect of both transverse strain-rate and pressure
gradient on the turbulence in the hope that large changes in the turbulence would be easier to analyze than
small ones.
The transverse strain-rate is largest for the faster spin rates, making the cases with spin rate of W_/U_ =
1 the logical choice of test cases. A spin rate of W_/U,. = 2 might have been better, but the reduced free-
stream axial velocity needed to achieve this case resulted in a low Reynolds number and a somewhat thicker
boundary layer, which results in a narrowing of the inviscid core region outside the boundary layer.
The axial pressure gradient acts primarily on the axial velocity field. However, the transverse strain-
rate is also affected by the pressure gradient to some extent; that is, streamline divergence reduces the
concentration of transverse momentum near the wall, thus reducing the transverse flow gradients. The
reduction in transverse strain-rate (by virtue of streamline divergence) would preferably be small so that
the main change in the mean flow strain-rate is felt in the axial component of the strain rate. The only other
way that the transverse flow can be affected is through the transverse shear stress. The relationship between
the transverse and axial components of Reynolds shear stress is what we hope to study. Transverse wall
shear offers one indicator of the degree to which pressure gradient is affecting the transverse flow.
Pressure gradient cases B.S 1 and C.S 1 provide the largest variation in transverse surface skin friction
(fig. 3.14). However, in these cases the pressure gradient is located upstream primarily on the spinning
cylinder, where the zero pressure gradient boundary layer is not strictly 3D in nature. The pressure gradient
does, however, produce a weak three-dimensionality in the upstream region of the flow--as a result of non-
uniform rotation of the strain-rate vector direction through the boundary layer.
Pressure gradient case D.S 1, while not producing as much of an effect on the transverse skin friction,
does prodm.e most of the pressure gradient on the stationary section where the flow is legitimately 3D in
nature. Here, the flow starts off as a 3D boundary layer in a zero pressure gradient and ends up as a 2D
boundary layer in a strong adverse pressure gradient.
The effects of adverse pressure gradient on a 3D boundary layer can be observed fairly free of other
effects by the use of combinations of cases A.S1, B.S1, C.S1, and D.S1. Useful comparisons can be made
between the cases that have adverse pressure gradient and those that do not, since each flow starts with the
same upstream boundary layer.
Unfortunately, the effects of transverse strain on an adverse pressure gradient flow are not as easily
studied. Comparisons between spinning and non-spinning cases (i.e., D.S1 and D.S0) are desirable but
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difficult, sincecurvatureandrotationaleffectsarepresentin the spinningcasewhile absentin thenon-
spinningcase.In theabsenceof curvatureandrotationaleffects,theflow on thespinningcylindershould
degenerateto a2D flat plateboundarylayer,wheretheU-velocitycomponentbehavesasa standard2D
boundarylayer--in otherwords,U-velocityprofilesfor casesD.S1andD.S0shouldbe identicalatX = 0
(seeappendixA for anexplanation). However,in the spinningcase,normal l+essuregradientforces
destabilizetheflow andcausetheboundarylayerto grow ata fasterratewith anonstandardshapefactor
andU-velocitydistribution.Themismatchinupstreamboundaryconditionsbetweenthespinningandnon-
spinningcaseswill quite likely leadto differentdownstreamconditionsindependentof effectsgenerated
by the turbulence.However,casesC.S1andD.S1, in which thecylinder is spinning,nearlymatchthe
boundarylayergrowthrateof caseB.S0withoutspineventhoughthepressuregradientsaredifferent,thus
providingameansof makingmeaningfulcomparisons.
While all casesA.S1,B.S1 ,C.S1,andD.S1aswell asA.S0,B.S0,C.S0,andD.S0wereultimately
surveyedwith the3DLDV,caseD.S1withdownstreamadversepressuregradientwill probablybethemost
useful.In thiscasethetwo extraratesof strain(OW/OyandOU/Ox) are imposed at the same location in
the flow, causing each effect to be at a maximum at the same location. Case D.S 1 will be considered the
primary test case. Case A.S 1 is also of interest, since it serves as a baseline case from which to compare
case D.S 1 and pressure gradient effects. Likewise, case B.S0 and D.S0 serve as a baseline 2D cases from
which to study transverse strain effects on pressure gradient flows. A full set of three-component LDV
measurements was acquired including velocity triple-product correlations for each case (the results are
tabulated in appendix C).
3.5 Flow Quality of Primary Test Cases
Flow axisymmetry for non-spinning case D.S0 was assessed using circumferential static wall pres-
sure distributions at three axial stations along the cylinder (fig. 3.17). Variations of less than +0.01 in
Cp indicate good axisymmetry of static pressure. Similar results were shown earlier for case B.S0 in
figure 2.7.
A more sensitive measure of flow axisymmetry is surface skin friction (shown in fig. 3.18) is
case D.S0. In this case, Cf is uniform to within 4-0.0002 (7%), which is considered satisfactory. Fur-
thermore in regions of the flow with strong streamwise pressure gradient, good circumferential uniformity
persists. Similarly good axisymmetry of axial skin-friction is seen in case C.S0 (fig. 3.19) and case B.S0
(fig. 2.8).
Integral momentum balances were computed using the measured velocities, surface skin friction, and
static pressure, and applying the following integrated form of the momentum integral equation
1 lf_ lf_ r_+6 r __o,,- 1 c.(O'"+$ 6*dCp+ $ Ci, dz + [Jp+ : :
_ , --_o(u /Uo )dr] L)
where 0_, and Cp, are the momentum thickness and coefficient pressure, respectively, at x = xo. Momen-
tum thickness determined from the balance equation is compared with the measured momentum thickness
for each pressure gradient case shown in figures 3.20 (non-spinning case) and 3.21 (spinning case). The
measured momentum thickness and the momentum thickness from the balance are in good agreement. For
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themostpart, the momentumbalancesto within -t-5%, with the exception of case B.S 1 which is unbal-
anced by as much as 4-25%. Such minimal differences in the momentum balance are an indication of the
good self-consistency of the data and axisymmetry of the flow.
The poor balance in the case of B.S 1 is most likely caused by asymmetries produced by the asymmetric
separation in the corners of the tunnel sidewalls. This case has been rejected and will not be analyzed
in subsequent sections; it is however a good example of the sensitivity of momentum balance to flow
asymmetries.
Remarkably, the best momentum balance is for the non-spinning case (C.S0) with separation (fig. 3.20).
Typically, separating flows are unsteady and experience asymmetries, but this separating flow seems to be
quite axisymmetric as noted in the circumferential skin-friction distribution, tuft visualizations (not shown),
and good momentum balances.
Transverse flow momentum thickness, calculated for the spinning case A.S 1, increases up to X = 0,
then decays slowly downstream of X = 0 (fig. 3.22). The pressure gradient adds to the growth of the
transverse momentum thickness; however, it does not add to the transverse momentum. Normalization by
Ue in the definition of O_z causes the growth in 0_z. Scatter in the data is a result of slight asymmetries
in the external flow (which creates unwanted transverse flow gradients). Transverse momentum thickness
determined from the momentum balance,
1 UoUo Cf, dx
2 W.Ue °
compares reasonably well with the measurements for each of the cases.
The displacement thickness computed from the mean flow measurements increases very rapidly for
the three cases of adverse pressure gradient without spin (fig. 3.23). The displacement thickness, however,
does not increase quite so rapidly in the spinning cases (fig. 3.24). The only difference between cases B
and C is a mere 10 to 20% difference in the pressure distribution; however, the displacement thicknesses
differ by a factor of three or more in both the spinning and non-spinning cases.
The transverse flow displacement thickness generally increases with distance along the spinning cylin-
der upstream of X = 0 (fig. 3.25). For case A.S 1, the transverse flow displacement thickness slowly di-
minishes downstream of X = 0. Pressure gradient causes the displacement thickness to grow more rapidly.
The shape factor for the non-spinning flows increases rapidly with distance along the pressure gradient
(fig. 3.26). All cases start with H = 1.35 in the upstream zero pressure gradient part of the flow. Shape
factors of 2.4 to 2.8 or greater usually signify that the boundary layer is about to separate as is the case
for C.S0 and D.S0 (detachment at X = 50 and 300 mm, respectively). Case B.S0 grows least rapidly since
this case has the smallest pressure gradient. The shape factor for the spinning flows, shown in figure 3.27,
grows much less rapidly to maximum values of 1.75--far from the separation criteria of H = 2.4.
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Figure 3.8 Axial skin-friction component, for strong dP/dx case C, /_ W,/Ur=O,
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Figure 3.11 Axial skin-friction component, for strong dP/dx case D, A Ws/U_=0,
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Figure 3.22 Z-Momentum thickness distribution measured and balance for momen-
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Complete profiles of mean velocity, Reynolds stress, and triple product velocity correlations were
obtained for each of the four different pressure gradient cases. Since the objective is examination of tur-
bulence modeling, only those data which are applicable for making a particular point in this regard will
be discussed. However, all of the data are tabulated in appendix C. The pressure gradient case D.S 1 will
be the primary source of discussion in this section. In case D.S 1, a strong pressure gradient is applied at
x = -25 mm and W,, the cylinder surface spin rate equals U,, the reference free-stream speed.
4.1 Mean Velocity Field
Mean flow longitudinal velocity measurements for the spinning case with strong adverse pressure
gradient (case D.S1) are shown in figure 4.1. Increasing flow retardation is seen with distance X, a result
of adverse pressure gradient. When velocity is normalized by the edge velocity (fig. 4.2), the profiles at
the last two stations begin to approach self-similarity, probably a result of reaching a sustained Clauser
parameter condition (_c = constant = 14 ).
The mild adverse pressure gradient case B.S0 (which has no spin), is shown in figure 4.3. This case is
similar to case D.S1 in that it has a nondimensional pressure gradient/3 = 12, close to the spinning case;
however, case B.S0 does not approach a self-similar state (fig. 4.4). Only sparse data were taken, since
this was not a primary test case.
The spinning and non-spinning cases differ most notably in the size of the incoming boundary layer,
the spinning case being thicker. Also, the shapes of the two upstream boundary layers are different; the
spinning case has higher momentum in the inner region (probably due to curvature effects). These differ-
ences persist downstream in the form of a thicker boundary layer with disproportionately high momentum
near the wall for the spinning case.
High levels of transverse flow (W) are seen near the surface of the spinning cylinder in case D.S 1
(fig. 4.5). These high levels diminish downstream on the stationary section of the cylinder. Conversely,
in the outer region of the flow, W is seen to continue increasing with distance downstream as a result
of diffusion. Comparing profiles of W versus stream function, it appears that W is fairly constant along
streamlines in the outer layer (fig. 4.6). Actually, in the absence of viscous forces, angular momentum
is the quantity that should be conserved along streamlines. However, profiles of Wr (fig. 4.7) do not
collapse any better than did profiles of W, the reason being that Reynolds stress gradients (i.e., diffusion)
are acting at the outer edges of the boundary layer as well as close to the wall. When y is normalized by
6, profiles of W exhibit a better degree of self similarity in the outer region (fig. 4.8)--8 increases with
turbulent diffusion as well as streamline divergence (the pressure gradient degrades the self-similarity).
The location where W = 0.01W_ (referred to as 8_) coincides with the edge of the boundary layer (9 = 8)
as defined by U = 0.99 U,. The region near the wall, where self-similarity breaks down, grows outward
with distance downstream along the stationary cylinder.
A hodograph plot (W vs. U) illustrates the collateral nature of the flow at the end of the spinning
section (X = -152 mm) indicated by the nearly linear distribution of velocity W/W_ = U/U_ - 1
shown in figure 4.9. Collateral means that the flow is traveling in a single direction relative to an observer
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movingwith thewall, independentof distancefrom thewall (seeappendixB for adetaileddiscussion).In
acoordinatesystemtravelingwith thewall, theapparentvelocitycomponentslfV and _r have magnitudes
W/W, - 1 and U/Ue. One can see that the flow measured nearest the wall (y/8 = 0.01 ) is traveling in a
direction equal to -47.5 ° (17V/W, = W/W, - 1 = -0.62 and U/U_ = 0.56). Likewise the flow at the
edge of the boundary layer is traveling in a direction equal to the -45 ° (I?V/W, = W/W, - 1 = - 1 and
U/U_ = 1). This boundary layer appears to behave like a 2D turbulent boundary layer which is traveling
in the -45 ° direction. Collateral flow is the self-similar state which one would expect when the transverse
flow on the rotating section is fully developed.
Transverse flow downstream, in the zero pressure gradient case A.S 1, exhibits a self-similar region
in the outer region of the flow (fig. 4.10). However, the self-similar region diminishes with distance
downstream as a result of viscous forces emanating from the surface of the stationary cylinder.
For the case with pressure gradient (D.S1), the self-similar region persists (fig. 4.11). Note that a U,
normalization is used for W instead of W, because U, changes with position. Here again, the deviation
of the inner region from self-similarity is a result of viscous forces generated by shear with the cylinder
surface.
4.2 Reynolds Stress Distribution
Spinning Section
Reynolds stress components are shown in figure 4.12 for spinning case A.S1, at upstream station
X = -152 mm where the pressure gradient is zero. The streamwise and transverse components of Reynolds
stress exhibit symmetry. That is, the transverse component of Reynolds stress _ is nearly equal to the
streamwise component of Reynolds stress -_--q, and the normal stresses _ nearly equals _"ff. This sym-
metry is expected since the lateral wall speed is equal to that of the free-stream velocity making production
of stresses in those two directions equal.
If the stresses are evaluated in a coordinate direction aligned with the principal stress direction
(_ -45°), a more typical 2D behavior of the stresses is found. The normal stress components in this new
coordinate system (_5, _ and _-_) approach the usual 4:2:3 ratio seen in 2D boundary layers (fig. 4.13).
Also the Reynolds shear stress component, _', approaches "r,_/p near the wall, while _ is zero everywhere
(by definition). The stresses in this coordinate direction are comparable to the stress components measured
for the non-spinning case A.S0. Component _-_, not shown, also is nearly zero in this coordinate system.
This boundary layer behaves like a 2D turbulent boundary layer which is traveling in the -45 ° direction.
Indeed the surface streaky structures visualized on the spinning cylinder of Collini, Fulachier, and Dumas
(ref. 43) were seen to be aligned in a nearly -45 ° direction, with streak spacing, z ÷ , approximately equal
to 100---the usual value for a 2D boundary layer.
Zero Pressure Gradient Stresses Evolution
Turbulent kinetic energy for the zero pressure gradient spinning case (A.S1) (fig. 4.14) decreases
significantly with distance along the stationary cylinder. High levels of kinetic energy are seen at the
upstream stations on the spinning cylinder, here the surface translation acts as a source of production.
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Downstream,on the stationaryse__ction,thekinetic energyis seento decayasa result of theremovalof
transversestrain(thesourceof w 2 production).
Figure 4.15 shows the evolution of w--f for zero pressure gradient case A.S1. Here, w-f drops by a
factor of three or more in the inner region, eventually approaching levels comparable with a 2D boundary
layer (case A.S0). Figure 4.16 shows that the v--r stress component decreases as well, since it feeds on the
energy available from the w 2 and u 2 components. The u 2 component al___sodecreases, since it becomes the
sole source of turbulent kinetic energy production after production of w 2 is removed after cessation of spin
(downstream) (fig. 4.17). In addition, u-'f decays because the other two components v--r and w---f are feeding
off of the u--'f component via pressure-strain.
Turbulent Reynolds shear stress, -_"_/U_, for spinning case A.S1 is shown in figure 4.18. The rel-
atively large upstream levels of stress exemplified by the peak values at x = -152 mm (-_-_,,,,,_/U_ =
0.0023) are a result of the method of normalization. It is more appropriate to normalize the upstream
Reynolds stresses with velocity QT (Qr = CU_ + W_) associated with the apparent velocity near the
wall. The peak stress component associated with this coordinate direction (,_-45°), -_'_,,,,_/Q_ = 0.0016,
is comparable to that of a 2D boundary layer of similar momentum thickness. It follows that component
_--_/Q_ equals cos(-45°)-ff-_/Q_ = 0.0011.
The _-_ stress profiles shown in figure 4.18 decay with downstream distance along the stationary
cylinder. Unlike kinetic energy production, u---_stress production does not directly depend on transverse
strain. Indirectly though, _ stress production can drop as a result of decreases in v--f, which follows from
decreases in w-'f. Downstream, the stress has dropped to levels lower than those for a comparable 2D
boundary layer (indicated by the line in fig. 4.18 from case A.S0). The additional drop in stress, below the
levels seen in a 2D boundary layer, is believed to be a result of 3D effects.
The transverse Reynolds stress component, _--_, changes sign in the inner region (below I//6 _ 0.1 )
as the flow passes from the spinning to the stationary section (fig. 4.19). The _ stress change from
positive to negative is caused by a change in sign of the transverse strain-rate as a result of the new wall
boundary condition. The region of self-similarity in the outer layer is slowly encroached on by the inner
layer as the flow convects downstream.
This experiment offers a clear illustration of cause and effect which can be demonstrated through use
of the Reynolds stress transport equations.
Adverse Pressure Gradient Stress Evolution
Figure 4.20 shows the evolution of kinetic energy in an adverse pressure gradient with spin
(case D.S1). Near the wall the kinetic energy drops with distance along the stationary cylinder to lev-
els lower than those for the zero pressure gradient case (case A.S 1). In the outer region, the kinetic energy
levels at the last station (X = 304 mm) approach the energy levels seen in a 2D boundary layer of compa-
rable pressure gradient (case B.S0).
Profiles of the Reynolds stress component _-_ are shown in figure 4.21. They evolve in much the
same way as does the kinetic energy for the pressure gradient case D.S1. The stress decays with distance
along the stationary cylinder as a result of cessation of spin. The inner region decreases drastically with
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decreasesin thepressuregradient--thisis alsoseenin the2Dadversepressuregradientcase(caseB.S0in
fig. 4.21).Theouterregiondoesnotdecreaseasmuchasit didfor thezeropressuregradientcaseasaresult
of increasedproductioncausedby steepervelocity gradients.The stresslevelat the downstreamstation
is comparableto thestressesin acomparable2Dadverse-pressure-gradientboundarylayer (caseB.S0at
X = 152ram).
The evolution of _ stressis shownin figure4.22 for the adversepressuregradientcase. These
profilesdemonstratethechangein signof thestressastheflow movesfrom thespinningto thestationary
section.The_ stressatX = 304mm is generallylower(by asmuchas40%)thanthestressin thezero
pressuregradientcaseA.S1(fig. 4.22).
The total stress,X/W_2 + _--_2, behaves similarly to the -_'_ stress although the overall levels are
higher (fig. 4.23, case D.S1). Normalizing by the apparent velocity 6 2 = U 2 + W 2 instead of U 2 brings
the _/_-Q-2 4- _--_2 stress in line with what one might expect for that of a 2D boundary layer of the equivalent
Reynolds number.
Figure 4.24 shows the evolution of the -_--_ stress for the adverse pressure gradient case D.S 1. The
stress component -uw undergoes a change of sign from the spinning to non-spinning sections of cylinder,
that follows the change in sign of the strain-rate angle.
4.3 Reynolds Stress Contribution to Momentum Balance
The effect of turbulence on the evolution of the mean flow field needs to be assessed in order to
determine the importance of turbulence modeling to the mean flow solution. Where pressure forces are
largely responsible for the mean flow accelerations, turbulence models may not be very important to the
solution of the mean flow. However, near surfaces the shear forces (laminar and turbulent) tend to be
large because of steep velocity gradients caused by the no-slip condition at the wall. One way to assess
the importance of the turbulence model is to examine terms in the momentum equation. Ignoring laminar
viscous stresses which are small (except very near the wall, where LDV measurements were not possible),
the terms in the axial momentum equation are
DU/Z = -iaP/a - - aT/a 
p r
Individual terms are shown in figure 4.25 for the adverse pressure gradient case D.S1. The  aP/az term,
inferred locally from the equation balance, compares very well to the measured pressure gradient at the
wall. Here the streamwise momentum loss is almost exclusively a result of streamwise pressure gradients.
The Reynolds stress terms are relatively small compared to the pressure gradient and convection terms ev-
erywhere except near the wall. Near the wall the stress acts to balance the pressure gradient and re-energize
the mean flow. At the wall, the laminar component of shear stress is solely responsible for balancing the
pressure gradient. However, away from the wall, beyond y/8 = 0.5, small amounts of stress add to the
pressure forces, thus contributing to a further loss in flow momentum. The momentum extracted from the
outer region of the flow is transferred to the inner region. This redistribution of momentum maintains for-
ward flow near the wall at the expense of decelerating the outer flow. Note that in a zero-pressure-gradient
flow, the stress would be acting to retard the flow across the whole layer.
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Another way to determinethe effectof turbulenceon themeanflow is to comparethe measured
velocitieswith velocitiescalculatedassumingno shearstresses(figs. 4.26and4.27 for casesD.S1and
B.S0, respectively).By looking backalong a streamline to a location of origin (say :r_ = -76 mm) and
applying Bernoulli's equation (Q = _/Q2 _ 2( p _ p,)) we calculated the velocity which the fluid would
have obtained if the flow had been solely acted on by pressure forces, not shear forces. The differences
between the measured and calculated inviscid velocities are due to the shear forces. The measurements
indicate that momentum has been carried from the high-speed outer flow to the low-speed inner flow by
turbulent mixing between the two regions. Both spinning and nonspinning cases are similar.
Rate of change of transverse momentum for the spinning case (D.S 1) is balanced solely by the trans-
verse shear stress (fig. 4.28). The transverse momentum equation is given by
VW 1
DW/Dt + - O( r2 _'-_)/Or
T T 2
For the location shown, momentum is being lost in the wall region as a result of Reynolds stress forces
generated by the stationary wall. In the outer region, the flow gains momentum as a result of turbulent
diffusion of momentum outward into the free stream.
4.4 Reynolds Stress Vector Direction
A common but incorrect assumption often used in turbulence modeling is that the Reynolds stress is
proportional to the mean flow strain-rate. As a consequence of this assumption, the stress vector direction
is assumed to be the same as the strain-rate vector direction. This section will demonstrate the degree
to which the stress and strain-rate vector directions differ from each other in the spinning cases with and
without adverse pressure gradient.
Strain-rate direction in the zero pressure gradient case A.S1 is shown in figure 4.29 to vary with
distance from the cylinder surface. The strain-rate direction at the station shown (X = 100 mm) differs
from that of the upstream X = -12-mm station. Upstream, both the strain-rate and stress vectors point in
approximately the same direction throughout the boundary layer; this direction (--45 ° ) corresponds to the
flow direction relative to the moving wall. Downstream, on the stationary section, the strain-rate turns
more toward the new flow direction of +10 ° (relative to stationary wall), while the stress continues to point
in the -45 ° direction, throughout most of the boundary layer. Near the wall the stress turns toward the
strain-rate direction. The angle of the stress lags the strain-rate.
Imposition of a pressure gradient (case D.S 1) does not immediately affect the stress vector direction
(fig. 4.30) even though the strain-rate vector is inviscidly rotated from -42 ° to -35 ° in the outer part of the
flow. The lack of difference between the Reynolds stress direction in the two cases is an indication of the
relatively slow rate of response by the stresses to rapid changes in the strain-rate.
4.5 Reynolds Shear Stress Decay in Three-Dimensional Flows
Reynolds stress has been observed to decay in flows with transverse strain. Bradshaw and Pontikos
(ref. 8) saw this in an "infinite"-swept-wing flow experiment. Bradshaw (ref. 8) advanced the hypothesis
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thatgenerationof streamwisevorticity in themeanflow could leadto topplingof the largescaleeddiesin
theflow andthusreducetheReynoldsstress.
Thespinningcylinder flow alsoexperiencesa dropin Reynoldsshearstressin therelaxationzone,
but doessoprimarily asa result of a stepfunction drop in wall shear(in responseto the new bound-
ary condition Wo = 0). Consequently, it is difficult to determine how much of the drop in Reynolds
stress is a result of 3D effects and how much is a result of the changing boundary condition. However,
case C.S 1, with the pressure gradient imposed upstream on the spinning cylinder produces a 3D effect
while maintaining a constant boundary condition (W, = U,).
The pressure gradient imposed upstream on the spinning cylinder causes the mean flow (viewed in
a moving wall frame) to turn further away from the tunnel axis from ,_ -47 ° (in the upstream direction)
toward _ -58 o (fig. 4.31). Conversely, the strain-rate vector rotates in the opposite direction toward-34 °
from its upstream direction of -42 ° . The strain rate vector rotates in one direction while the mean flow
rotates in the opposite direction--this is accomplished purely by inviscid means (aP/ax > 0). This
reorientation of the strain-rate direction in the outer flow is believed by Bradshaw and Pontikos (ref. 8) to
be responsible for reduction of Reynolds stress, perhaps via an eddy toppling mechanism.
In fact a drop in Reynolds stress is observed (figs. 4.32 and 4.33). Both _-_ and _ stress are reduced
by 10% or 20% in the outer region of the flow. A drop in vw is expected due to a drop in oW/ar gradients
resulting from flow divergence caused by boundary layer growth. However, an increase in _-_ is expected;
u'-_ stress typically increases in a 2D boundary layer with adverse pressure gradient (fig. 4.34). Conse-
quently, there does seem to be a drop in Reynolds stress with rotation of the mean flow strain-rate vector
direction.
Another measure of how much the Reynolds stress drops is the structure parameter al (al =
_/_-_2 + _--_2/2 k). Profiles of 2 al (fig. 4.35) also exhibit slightly lower than usual levels (the usual level
being 0.3) for spinning case C.S 1 with upstream pressure gradient. Bradshaw and Pontikos (ref. 8) saw a
similar drop in this parameter for their swept wing flow. The drop in structure parameter may be in part
due to adverse pressure gradient which tends to reduce it; figure 4.36 shows an adverse pressure gradient
with zero spin (case B.S0). However, using the stress component in the streamwise direction rather than
the X-direction produces a structure parameter which is less affected by pressure gradient (fig. 4.37).
The relaxation zone of case A.S 1 under zero pressure gradient conditions exhibits a reduction in struc-
ture parameter in response to the new boundary condition (fig. 4.38). The level of 2al on the upstream
spinning section is a bit higher than usual for a flat plate boundary layer, due to destabilizing rotational
effects which tend to make the turbulent mixing a little more efficient (highly correlated). However, down-
stream, in the relaxation zone, 2 al undershoots the usual value for a flat plate which is probably due to 3D
effects.
Pressure gradient case D.S1 produces a larger decay of the structure parameter (fig. 4.39). The re-
duction in structure parameter seems to be a cumulative effect of transverse strain as well as streamwise
pressure gradient. The value of al is frame-of-reference dependent as was shown in the 2D pressure gradi-
ent case (B.S0). However, the appropriate choice of coordinate frames is not obvious for 3D flows, since
the strain-rate direction is not aligned with the streamline direction.
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The loweringof theReynoldsshearstressin caseC.S1is comparableto but notas largeasthat seen
in the Bradshawand Pontikos(ref. 8) "infinite" sweptwing experimentwherethereductionis on the
orderof a factorof two. TheReynoldsshearstressdecreaseson theorderof 10or 20% in the spinning
cylinderexperiment.Thetwo experimentsproduceapproximatelythesamedisparitybetweenmeanflow
andstrain-ratedirections(20" to 30°),soit isnotclearwhy thedropis somuchlargerin the"infinite" swept
wing experimenthanit is in thespinningcylinderexperiment.Perhapsa moreappropriateparameteris
thedegreeof absoluteturningof thestrain-ratedirection. In theBradshaw-Pontikosflow, thestrain-rate
directionchangesby 10°;while in thespinningcylinder flow it is only 5°.
4.6 Turbulent Transport Equations
In section 4.2, the impact of the turbulence on the mean flow momentum was examined. In this
section the impact of the mean flow on the turbulence will be examined. The turbulent stresses of-
ten exhibit large variations along streamlines. For example, contours of kinetic energy, _-_-stress, and
_--_-stress for case A.S 1 show steep gradients in the streamwise direction (figs. 4.40(a),(b),(c)). The steep
gradients are directly caused by the step change in boundary condition (IV, = Ur to W, = 0). Similarly,
large streamwise gradients of k, _-_, and vw are seen in the pressure gradient case D.S 1 (which has spin),
due in part to the pressure gradient and in part to the change in boundary condition (figs. 4.41(a),(b),(c)).
Also, cases D.S0 and C.S0 (the no-spin cases) show large streamwise gradients of k and _"_, which are
caused solely by the adverse pressure gradient (figs. 4.42(a),(b) and 4.43(a),(b)). These streamwise flow
variations can be traced to changes in the mean flow strain-rate. Equations for the transport of turbulence
can be derived from first principles, which show the relationship between the turbulence and the mean
flow. This procedure is followed in the next two sections.
4.6.1 Kinetic-Energy Balance
The turbulent kinetic-energy equation is used in some models to provide information needed in the
model for the Reynolds stresses. While the equation can be derived from first principles, some of the terms
in it involve new variables which require further modeling. Nevertheless, the hope is that the kinetic energy
equation (albeit modeled) retains information about the history of the flow, information which is otherwise
lost when an equilibrium model is used. Hopefully, modeling the terms in the kinetic-energy equation is
easier (more accurate) than modeling the kinetic energy itself.
Terms in the turbulent kinetic-energy equation were calculated from
Dk/ Dt = [ -l o( r-v-k) / Or - O_-k/ Oz] -
Convection _ _ • Dissipation
Di f f t_sion
[ -g-_OUlOr - _--_( OWlOr - W/r) - ( u--r - v-r) OUIc3zl
Production
using the experimental data, except for dissipation rate for which there are no data. The dissipation rate
had to be inferred from the balance of the equation. Terms in the equation were evaluated along a path of
constant stream function (the streamline in the 2D case) which originates in the log layer at y = 1.27 mm
(y÷ _ 100) and X = -457 mm (figs. 4.44 and 4.45 for cases D.S0 and D.S1, respectively). Upstream, in
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theunperturbedboundarylayer,theproductionof kinetic energyis virtually equalto thedissipationrate,
while convectionand turbulentdiffusion arenearlyzero. This is expectedfor anequilibriumboundary
layerunderzero-pressure-gradientconditions.
Kinetic energyproductionratefor spinningcaseD.S1(fig. 4.45)is significantlyhigherthanfor that
of thenon-spinningcase(approximatelydouble)---thisis dueto theextrarateof strainfrom transverse
flow, which contributesup to half of thetotalproduction.Downstreamon thestationarysection,where
transversestrainhasdiminished,theproductionratedecreasesto alevel comparableto thatfor thenon-
spinningcase.
Theturbulenceis in astateclosetoequilibrium,becauseproductionisverynearlyequaltodissipation.
In other words, the evolution of the kinetic energyis apparentlyslow relative to the ratesof creation
(production)anddestruction(dissipation).It is somewhatsurprisingto seethis stateof near-equilibrium,
sinceit wasexpectedthattheturbulencewouldbepushedoutof equilibriumin thisrapidlyevolvingmean
flow.
4.6.2 Reynolds Stress Equation Balance
The increasingly popular Reynolds stress-equation models involve the solution of partial differential
equations for the individual components of the Reynolds stress. These equations, while derivable from
first principles, require modeling of many of the terms. Reynolds stress equation modeling is needed in
nonequilibrium flows where the evolution of Reynolds stress lags the evolution of the mean flow-strain
rate.
All terms in the equation for _-q Reynolds stress were calculated using the data directly, except for
pressure-strain and dissipation of _ stress.
w
DW_IDt - WCW/r = --O( ruv2) /Or - Ovu2 /Ox + uw2 /r
• • $"
Correction • Y "
Di f ft_sion
(-v--rOU/Oy + -
Production Pressure-strain Diasipation
These unmeasurable terms, pressure-strain and dissipation, are grouped together and inferred from the
balance of the equation. Dissipation of _ stress (e,,_) is believed to be small and this lumped sum will be
referred to as the pressure strain for ease of discussion. Terms in the -_"_ stress equations were evaluated
along the same path of constant stream function as that for the kinetic-energy equation (originating at
y = 1.27 mm, y+ _., 100) (figs. 4.46 and 4.47 for cases D.S0 and D.S1).
In both spinning and non-spinning pressure gradient cases, the pressure strain is virtually equal to
the production of _ stress. In comparison, convection and diffusion of _ stress, are extremely small.
The pressure strain (plus dissipation), which requires modeling, is almost exclusively balanced by the
production term. Physically, pressure strain is the mechanism by which turbulent energy is exchanged
from one component to another.
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In the spinning case the convection and diffusion terms are somewhat larger than in the non-spinning
case, but relative to production they are still very small. The small relative size of the convective term (for
which the model equation is solved) could make it difficult to design a pressure-strain model which will
accurately predict the observed drop in _ stress associated with transverse strain.
Terms in the _ stress equation given by
D_-_IDt - (w--S- v-f)W/r = + (-lacrw--_v)/Or- uO-a-f_lax - (w---_-v- w-"_)lr)
Conuect ion _" _ "
Di f ft_sion
(-;rOW Or + +
% J
Production
vw _ Evw
V V
Pressure-strain Dissipation
were calculated for the spinning case (D.S 1) along the same streamline as were used for evaluating the
stress equation (fig. 4.48). Production of _ stress, the largest term in the equation, is seen to decay with
distance downstream of the spinning cylinder. This drop in production corresponds to the absence of spin
and, therefore, a decrease in the OW/Oy gradients. Pressure strain likewise drops along with production.
Convection is negative, which indicates a net decay of _ stress with distance along the streamline. Unlike
the _ stress equation, convection of _ stress is relatively large compared to production, providing more
leeway for error in modeling the pressure-strain tenn. Negative diffusion indicates there is a net outflow
of _ stress away from this streamline via turbulent mixing.
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Figure ,1.1 Streamwise velocity distribution for spinning Case D.S1, O x=-76mm,
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Figure 4.2 Normalized streamwise velocity distribution for spinning Case D.S1,
O x=-76mm, /X x=-12mm, + x=48mm, x x=101mm, <>x=152mm,
V x=22Smm, [] x=304mm.
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Figure 4.3 Streamwise velocity distribution for non-spinning case B.S0,
O x=-22Smm, A x=-152mm, + x=-76mm, x x=-12mm,
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Figure 4.4 Normalized streamwise velocity distribution for non-spinning Case
B.S0, O x=-228mm, /k x=-152mm, + x=-76mm, × x=-12mm,
o x=152mm.
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Figure 4.5 Transverse velocity distribution for spinning case D.S1, 0 x=-76mm,
/k x=-12mm, + x=48mm, x x=101mm, <>x=152mm, V x=228mm,
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Figure 4.6 Transverse velocity versus stream function for spinning case D.S1,
C) x=-76mm, A x=-12mm, + x=48mm, x x=10hmn, o x=152mm,
V x=22Smm, [] x=304mm.
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Figure 4.7 Angular momentum versus stream function for spinning case D.S1,
O x=-76mm, A x=-12mm, + x=48mm, x x=101mm, o x=152mm,
V x=22Smm, [] x=304mm.
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Figure 4.8 Normalized transverse velocity distribution for spinning case D.S1,
0 x=-76mm, A x=-12mm, + x=4Smm, × x=10hmn, o x=152mm,
V x=22Smm, [] x=304mm.
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Figure 4.9 U vs VV hodograi)h of ut)stream flow (_--_X=-152mm) for spinning case
A.S1.
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Figure 4.10 U vs W hodograph evolution for zero pressure gradient, spinning case
A.S1, C) x=-152mm, A x=-12mm, + x=50mm, x x=101mm,
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Figure 4.11 U vs W hodograph evolution for adverse pressure gradient, spinning
case D.S1, C) x=-76mm, A x=-12mm, + x=48mm, x x=101mm,
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Figure 4.13 Turbulent intensities in principal stress directions for upstream profile
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Figure 4.14 Kinetic energy evolution for zero pressure gradient, spin-
ning ease A.S1, @ x----152mm, A x=-12mm, + x=50mm,
× x=101mm, e x=152mm, V x=304mm, [] x=457mm,
- - - 2D case A.S0 _X=-152mm.
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Figure 4.15 w 2 component evolution for zero pressure gradient, spin-
ning case A.S1, O x=-152mm, /x x=-12mm, + x=50mm,
x x=101mm, <>x=152mm, V x=304mm, [] x=457mm,
- - - 2D case A.S0 @X=-152mm.
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Figure 4.16 v-g component evolution for zero pressure gradient, spinning
case A.S1, (_) x=-152mm, /_ x=-12mm, + x=50mm,
x x=101mm, <>x=152mm, V x=304mm, [] x=457mm,
- - - 2D case A.S0 _X=-152mm.
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Figure 4.17 u 2 component evolution for zero pressure gradient, spinning
case A.S1, C) x=-152mm, /x x=-12mm, + x=50mm,
x x=101mm, (> x=152mm, _' x=304mm, [] x=457mm,
- - - 2D case A.S0 (_X=-152mm.
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Figure 4.19 vw component evolution for zero pressure gradient, spinning case
A.S1, O x=-152mm, + x=50mm, o x=152mm, V x=304mm,
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Figure 4.20 Kinetic energy evolution for adverse pressure gradient, spinning case
D.S1, O x=-76mm, /k x=-12mm, + x=48mm, x x=101mm,
<>x=152mm, V x=228mm, [] x=a04mm, - - - 2D OP/Oz case B.S0
_X=152mm, - ...... 3D zero-OP/cg.r case A.SI (cJt_X=304mm.
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Figure 4.21 -K_ component evolution for adverse pressure gradient, spinning
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Figure 4.26 Measured compared to inviscid velocity distribution for spinning case
D.S1, C) x=304mm, --- inviscid evolution of x=-152mm profile.
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Figure 4.29 Strain-rate and stress direction profile for zero pressure gradient spin-
ning case A.S1 _'X=100mm:. A Tan-l((OI¥./Or - ll'/r)/'O_ _,/'),07"
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Figure 4.30 Strain-rate and stress direction profile for adverse pressure gradient
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Figure 4.45 Kinetic energy equation balance along streamline _y=1.27mm for
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5 TURBULENCE MODELING
The key to accurate solutions of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations is the turbulence
model. Turbulence models are empirical correlations derived from observations in a limited number of
flows. The correlations are not perfect, but are hopefully of sufficient accuracy that they produce solutions
to the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations that closely mimic nature. Usually, many assumptions
(empirical correlations) are used to model the Reynolds stress. In this section, tests of some of these
assumptions will be described and some suggestions for additional empirical correlations will be discussed.
5.1 _ Reynolds Stress Model Assumptions
One way to test a model assumption is to insert experimental data directly into the model and compare
the result (the modeled quantity) with the experimental measured value.
For example, Reynolds stress is often modeled using the product of an algebraically prescribed length
scale and the local velocity gradient (suggested by Prandtl). For our flow the mixing length model takes
the form
u,uj = -l 2 4 Sij_
where l = the lesser of 0.41 y or 0.09 6 (or l = 0.09 6 Tanh( 0.41 y/O .09 6) ). Sometimes l is multiplied
by ( 1 - 7 • Ri) to account for the destabilizing effects of rotation and curvature.
Other models use an eddy-viscosity algebraic expression
u_uj = -u, 2Sq
The eddy viscosity, ut, is often calculated using uL = Uto[ 1 - ezp(ut,/uto)] where ut, = (0.41y) 2
2 x/S,_nS',,_ and uto = 0.0168 6*U,/[ 1 - 5.5(y/6) 6] (suggested by Cebeci and Smith (refs. 44 and 45)).
Alternatively, the somewhat more sophisticated models solve differential equations for k and e which are
then used to form an eddy-viscosity equal to ut = Cuk2/6 with C u = 0.09 (suggested by Jones and
Launder (ref. 46)).
All of these models can be evaluated using the data without recourse to further assumptions. For
example the modeled _ and _ stresses can be calculated using the measurements of OU/Oy, OW/Oy,
k and _ (experimentally deduced). In zero pressure gradient without spin (case D.S0 at X = -152 ram)
all of the models fit reasonably well (fig. 5.1) with the exception of the k - E model near the wall, below
y/6 = 0.2. No damping function has been applied to the k - _ model in this analysis, and incorporating
one would surely improve the comparison.
The modeling deficiency associated with the k - s model arises from the incorrect assumption that
C u is a constant equal to 0.09 everywhere in the flow. This value for C u was derived from the assumption
that production equals dissipation and ('r/p)/k = 0.3 (i.e., C u = (_)z = 0.09). However, we saw in
section 4.5 that ('r/p)/k is not constant, but is a function of the pressure gradient, proximity to the wall,
and three-dimensionality. Consequently the model u_ = Cuk2/_ overpredicts _ and _ near the wall
(fig. 5.1). This analysis is a little unfair, since the k - s model solves for different k and _ values than are
actually measured in the experiment and consequently errors in the prediction of k and E compensate for
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errors in the assumption that (T/p)/k = 0.3. For example, the k - _ model underpredicts the level of k
near walls, consequently compensating for the erroneous assumption (r/p)/k = 0.3.
In the non-spinning adverse pressure gradient flow (case D.S0,) the various turbulence models start to
deteriorate (fig. 5.2). The k - 6 model generally overpredicts the level of stress as a result of the erroneous
assumption that (r/p)/k = 0.3. The mixing-length models of Prandtl and Cebeci-Smith overpredict the
stress in the outer region of the flow and underpredict the stress near the wall. Accuracy of the turbulence
model in the near wall region is critical to obtaining good calculations. The mixing length models produce
a !/2 increase in u"'_ stress with distance from the wall while measurements indicate that _- stress grows
more linearly. This observation led Johnson and King (ref. 47) to propose the following model which
produces a more linear distribution of _ stress.
= t (aw/a -
where t = 0.09 6 tanh( 0.411//0.096). The term (z/p)_o_ is solved for by an auxiliary ordinary differ-
ential equation. This model greatly improved the prediction of separating flows such as those of Simpson
(ref. 26) and Bachalo-Johnson (ref. 28). Indeed this model (using measured (_),,,o_) fits the data from the
current experiment quite well (fig. 5.2). The other models tend to overpredict the _ shear stress in the
outer region. This overprediction provides one possible reason why those models historically predict a
separation zone which is too small; larger _ stress tends to reduce the ability of the flow to detach.
Under conditions of adverse pressure gradient with spin (case D.S1 at X = 304 mm), the mixing
length models also produce a 1/2 growth of _ Reynolds stress with distance from the wall rather than the
more linear growth seen in the experiment (fig. 5.3). The Johnson-King model exhibits a nearly linear
distribution of _'_ stress. The k - _ model still has the usual difficulties near the wall. The _ stress
component is underpredicted by all of the models in the inner portion of the flow primarily due to the
incorrect assumption that eddy viscosity is isotropic (equal in all directions).
5.2 _ Reynolds Stress Turbulence Modeling Assumptions
Lack of isotropy of the eddy-viscosity is a symptom of a lag phenomenon, e.g., where turbulence is
slow to respond to changes in the mean flow strain rate as was seen in section 1.2.1. If the response of the
stress to the strain were fast (i.e., no lag) the stress would be proportional to the strain-rate (i.e., isotropic).
The fact that turbulence is not quick to respond to changes in the mean flow strain-rate is illustrated by the
difference in direction of the mean-flow strain-rate vector, tan -l (( aa_ _w_,/_,,_/av_ and the Reynolds stress
vector, tan -l ( -_-'_/- _'_). Typically, the two directions are not the same (fig. 5.4).
Models which assume the stress is directly proportional to the strain rate (Boussinesq approximation)
inherently are incapable of reproducing this lag phenomenon. Prandtl mixing-length, Cebeci-Smith and
Jones-Launder models fall into this category and are referred to as equilibrium models, since they assume
that anything which happens to the mean flow immediately affects the turbulence. These models produce
a stress direction which is the same as the strain-rate direction, an assumption which is sometimes useful
but not generally accurate.
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An attemptto fix theequilibrium modelsbyreducingthetransversestresscomponentwasmadeby
Rottawho proposedtheT-model,givenby
t_-v= -v,,,au/av - v,,, (aw/ay - W/r)
v-_ = -v,,,au/av- ve,,(Ow/av- W/r)
where
v,,, = v,( 1 - (T- 1)sin2(3))
vt,. = vt( 1 - T)sin(B)cos(3)
yr., = vt(1 - (7"- 1)cos2(/5'))
with T = constant (Rotta suggests 0.5),/5 = local flow angle, and v, = a scalar eddy-viscosity model. The
model result varies with choice of coordinate direction from which to reference 3. For our flows, a choice
of reference direction which is aligned with the cylinders axis produces a stress direction which is less
accurate than the scalar eddy-viscosity model (fig. 5.4). Alternatively, if one applies the T-model in a
coordinate system which translates with the spinning cylinder surface, a different model result is obtained
(also shown). This demonstrates the lack of Galilean invariance in the Rotta T-model.
Rodi proposed another alternative to the Boussinesq approximation which is referred to as an algebraic
stress model, given here by
_1 + (P,- _e_,5.) + ¢_)q2( 3 _j Pk_- ( l - C1)_k
where the Naot, Shavit, and Wolfshtein (ref. 48) model for the fast portion of the pressure strain model was
used
i 14,_j= -&(P, - _-P,k _j)
and Rotta's model for the slow part of the pressure strain was adopted
2
along with E0. = i60.s, in addition & = 0.6 and C1 = 1.5 were used, as suggested by Rodi. This
model produces a stress that is proportional to the rate of stress production. Unfortunately, it is no better
at predicting the direction of the stress vector than the Boussinesq approximation (fig. 5.4). In retrospect,
this result might have been expected, since production is directly proportional to the strain rate. The failure
of the model can be traced to the pressure-swain model used by Rodi in which pressure strain is assumed
to be proportional to the production.
Launder, Reece, and Rodi (ref. 41) proposed adding additional terms to the pressure-strain model of
Naot-Shavit-Wolfshtein model, giving the following form for the fast term
i 1 1
¢ii= -&( P_i - _ P_o,6ij) - 3( D O - _ P,_6_j) - _lq2 S_i
along with Rotta's slow term
¢_ = --Cib_jskk
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& = Ca+s _ 0.015 km _- _ k3/211 "7/-v'/3 = + 0.015 k2-'_,v' 7 = 30_-255 , C2 = 0.4 , C1 = 1.5 - 0 .125 --ff-u(suggested
by Launder, Reece, and Rodi). Substitution of this model into Rodi's algebraic form produces an equally
poor prediction of the stress vector direction compared to the Naot-Shavit-Wolfshtein model (fig. 5.4).
While Dq by itself points in a directions somewhat closer to that of the stress vector, this combination
of Dq and Pq points in a direction further away from the stress direction than do any of the individual
constituents in the relationship.
Shih and Lumley (re[. 49) suggested a model form for the fast and slow parts of the pressure strain
involving nonlinear combinations of stress and strain
1 1
= -&( -  ekks,j) - 3( D,, -  ekk&j) -- +  b,jekk -- (Oq
=
where
&=24 24 2 3 1
_-(_- - _5),_ = -_-(_- + 8o_5),_ = -(_- + 4as),.k = _-,_ = _-,
1 ^
Cr = I + EC/F, as = -[ I + 3.5(1- _ - F)]/IO,F = I + 9(II + I/D,
1
Cf= _exp(-7.77/v_e)[72/v_e+ 80.1ln(1 + 62.4(-II + 2.3H/)],
Re = (q2)2/(9£U)
Substituting this model into Rodi's algebraic form yields a stress vector direction which is not much of an
improvement over the simple Naot-Shavit-Wolfshtein model, also shown in figure 5.4.
by
Fu, Launder, and Tselepidakis (re[. 50) proposed a variation on the model of Shih and Lumley, given
¢_.j = -&( Pq - 3Pkk6q) + ),bqPkk - _Qq - r[-8H(Pq - Dq) + 12b.,b,j( Pm, - Din,)]
¢i_ = -C1 bq_kk + 32 IIV_(4.8) [ bimbmj + 3II6q] e
where
3
&=_-,F= i+9(II+3Ill)
X= 3
g , C , = 1 - 3 2 [ I vC-ff
1
(=g
r = 0.7
Using this model in the algebraic stress formulation also shows no improvement in modeling the stress
vector direction over the simple Naot-Shavit-Wolfshtein model, also shown in figure 5.4.
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It is importantto notethat thepressure-straindeducedfrom theexperimentdoesnot evenpoint in
thedirectionof thestressvector.This impliesthattheevolutionof thestresscontainssignificanthistory
effectsthatcannotbeaccountedfor in anequilibriummodel.
Under adverse pressure gradient conditions, the model's predictive capability does not change (see
figure 5.5 for case D.S1). All models shown perform similarly in pressure gradient as they do in zero
pressure gradient. Also, the Launder-Reece-Rodi model appears to be the least desirable for modeling the
pressure-strain term in the algebraic Reynolds stress model.
5.3 Pressure Strain Models
Nonequilibrium models such as the Reynolds-stress transport equation models (RSE) allow for a slow
evolution of the modeled stresses in response to sudden changes in the mean flow strain, through the use
of rate equations. This enables development of a difference between the stress and strain-rate directions
with only minimal imbalances between the production and pressure strain. Indeed, to some extent, this
lag effect is modeled successfully by the RSE models as was seen in the calculations of Driver-Hebbar
(ref. 12); however, predictions of the lag were not as large as were seen experimentally. The source of the
difficulties probably lies with the pressure strain model, since it is the largest of the modeled terms.
Terms in the Reynolds stress transport equation for -_-'_ stress were calculated using the data for zero
pressure gradient A.S0 (that has no spin) and are shown in figure 5.6. Production, convection (D-_'-_/Dt),
and diffusion are computed directly from the measurements, while pressure strain (minus dissipation) is
deduced from the balance of the equation. For the purpose of the following discussion, the combination
of pressure strain and dissipation (ffij -eij) will be grouped together and referred to as the pressure strain.
As was noted in section 4.6.2, the production and pressure-strain terms are much larger than the convec-
tive term for which the equation is being solved. This puts a burden on the pressure-strain models to be
extremely accurate.
The pressure strain models of Naot, Shavit, and Wolfshtein (ref. 48), Launder, Reece, and Rodi
(ref. 41), Fu and Launder (ref. 50), and Shih and Lumley (ref. 49) were compared with the experimen-
tally deduced pressure strain. The models for pressure strain (given in section 5.2) include the model
dissipation (_b_ + ff2j _ 26ije)to be consistent with the experimentally deduced measure of pressure strain.
For the 2D zero pressure gradient case (fig. 5.6), there is not much difference between each of the
models with the exception of the Shih-Lumley model which overpredicts the pressure strain. With the
exception of the Shih-Lumley model, each of the models mimic rather closely the experimentally deduced
pressure strain. Despite the appearance of a good agreement, the differences are large compared to the
minute size of the convective term for which the equation is being solved. While uncertainty in the absolute
size of the pressure strain term is large (on the order of 25%), the difference between the modeled and
measured pressure strain is known more accurately (better than 10% of pressure strain).
Under adverse pressure gradient conditions (case D.S0), the pressure strain decays in the inner region,
reflecting the loss in production (fig. 5.7). The rate of change of-_-_ stress (convective term) remains small
with respect to the pressure strain term. The only region where convection is of any significance relative
to the pressure strain term is in the outer layer, where entrainment is taking place. Here, the models begin
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to deteriorate; each model underpredicts the pressure strain by as much as 20%, with the exception of the
Shih-Lumley which continues to overpredict the pressure strain. The Launder-Reece-Rodi and Fu-Launder
models do produce a slightly better agreement near the wall. The difference between the Shih-Lumley
model and the other models is due primarily to the proposed model for the slow term. If the complicated
function for C.t is replaced with a constant of 1.5 the Shih-Lumley model compares much better with the
other models.
The situation changes little for the case with spin and pressure gradient (D.S1) (fig. 5.8). Each model
tends to under-predict the magnitude of the pressure strain term, except the Shih-Lumley model which is
closer to the data. An under-prediction of the pressure strain when added to the production rate would
result in a net positive generation of -_-'_ stress, which would then lead to creating more -_-_ stress (i.e.,
positive convective term). This is opposite to the trend observed experimentally in which the the -_--O
stress was seen to decay with distance into a 3D interaction zone.
The advantage of using a Reynolds-stress-equation type model is seen when one looks at the
stress equation (fig. 5.9 for case D.S1). Here, the rate of change of V'_ stress (convective term) is large
compared to the pressure strain and production term; a fact which gives more leeway to make mistakes in
modeling the pressure strain without invalidating the solution. Underprediction of the stress by the models
is a concern, but not as much of a concern as it was in the -__ equation. The Shih-Lumley model compares
best with the data, however, if Cf=l.5 is adopted, the model gives approximately the same underprediction
of the pressure strain as do the other models.
The inaccuracies in the models for pressure strain may be balanced by other inaccuracies. The errors
in the pressure strain models ultimately cause the flow solution to converge to a different equilibrium
condition, which may be different only in terms of the allocation of energy to the individual normal stresses.
The errors may not significantly effect the shear stress which is the term of greatest interest for this model.
To evaluate the net effect of erroneous assumptions computations of the entire flow field must be done.
These are given in chapter 6.
The Reynolds-stress transport equation models are generally regarded as the best physical model for
generating anisotropy between the individual stresses, A measure of the anisotropy is embodied in the
second and third invariants (II and HI) of the anisotropy tensor. These quantities can be plotted against
each other in the Lumley (ref. 51) triangle plot to evaluate the nature of the turbulence. For example
the spinning case A.S1 with zero pressure gradient is shown in figure 5.10 for two profiles in the flow,
x =-152 mm and x = +152 mm. Here the upstream profile follows the right-hand side of the triangle which
represents axisymmetric expansion type flow (two of the principal stress components are nearly equal and
the third much larger). Downstream, in the 3D interaction zone the data tend to move more toward the
left-hand side of the triangle which represents axisymmetric contraction (i.e., two of the principal stress
components are nearly equal to each other and the third is much smaller).
Under adverse pressure gradient conditions, case D.S1 with spin, the shift from the right-hand side of
the triangle to the left-hand side is more dramatic (fig. 5.11). Data appearing closer to the left-hand corner
of the triangle indicate that turbulent vortex elements in the flow are becoming more aligned in a particular
direction. Interestingly, computations which solve the boundary layer equations using the Launder-Reece-
Rodi model produce an anisotropy which is virtually identical in character everywhere in this flow; see
figure 5.12 for the solution to case D.S 1. The Reynolds stress transport equation model develops the same
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anisotropyindependentof distancefrom the wall, conditionsof pressuregradient,or transversestrain.
Thisparadoximpliesthatthismodelisnobetterthanthemodelthatassumesthattheprincipalstressesin
theflow follow a4:2:3relationship.Thefailure to generatedifferentdegreesof anisotropyis disturbing,
sincethemotivationfor solvingthefull Reynoldsstresstransportequationswasusedto obtainimproved
predictionsof anisotropy.
5.4 Structure Parameter Sensitivity To Three-Dimensional Flow
The structure parameter (( 'r/p)/q 2 ) is assumed to be equal to a constant, 0.15, in the k - e model as
well as many other turbulence models. However, the various 3D mean flow experiments produce ('r/p)/q2
values which differ from 0.15 in a seemingly random way (fig. 5.13). For example Pontikos and Bradshaw
(ref. 8) saw a 50% lower level of ('r/p)/q 2 in a flow with only 7 ° of free-stream flow turning angle,
while Muller (ref. 14) saw less than a 20% reduction in a flow which undergoes 17 ° of flow turning angle.
Anderson and Eaton (ref. 10) saw 70% lower levels ('r/p)/q 2 than the usual 0.15, in a flow with 22 ° of
free-stream flow turning. The zero pressure gradient spinning cylinder case of this study has an effective
free-stream flow turning of 45 ° and only a 30% lower level of ('r/p)/q2. Determination of the causes of
the different magnitudes of decay in the stresses is critical to creating turbulence models for this effect.
To further complicate matters, the level of ('r/p)/q2 appears to vary through the 3D boundary layer
(fig. 5.13). Generally speaking, the lowest levels of (r/p)/q2 are seen near the wall (in the vicinity of
y = 0.15) while somewhat higher levels are seen away from the wall. It might be argued that the reduc-
tion in stress originates locally near the wall, and with time (or distance downstream) diffuses outward in
a boundary-layer-type growth. The degree to which the reduced level of stress propagates outward (via
diffusion) seems to vary from one experiment to another. For example, Pontikos-Bradshaw and Elsenaar-
Boelsma indicate reduced levels of ('r/p)/q2 in the outer portion of the boundary layer while Johnston's
forward-facing swept-step experiment (ref. 4) and the spinning cylinder experiment show high levels of
('r/p)/q2 in the outer region. The varying levels might be a result of the relatively long distance trav-
eled by the flow in the Pontikos-Bradshaw and Elsenaar-Boelsma experiments (X _ 30 5), relative to
that of Johnston's and the current experiment (referred to as Driver-Johnston, in which the flow travels
x < 105). If the flow travels a longer distance through the 3D interaction zone, a greater degree of dif-
fusion is permitted outward from the wall. After reviewing several experiments, it is our belief that the
Reynolds stress initially drops near the wall (y/5 _ 0.1 ) leaving the outer regions of the boundary layer
to be reduced as a result of subsequent outward diffusion.
The extent to which the 3D effects have diffused outward into the flow can be estimated by locating
the y-position in the boundary layer below which the ('r/p)/q2 quantity deviates from the upstream 2D
levels referred to as 53D. This location can be plotted as a function of distance downstream into the 3D
interaction (fig. 5.14). It appears that the thickness of the 3D interaction 53t_ increases with distance
downstream in roughly a 1 - exp( -x/10 6,,) type of growth. One should not read too much into this plot,
since no attempt was made to sort out the separate effects of pressure gradient, rate of turning, or what ever
else might affect structure parameter.
It seems likely that the extent of decrease in (-r/p)/q2 is associated with the degree of three-
dimensionality. One parameter that is characteristic of the magnitude of the three-dimensionality is Iwc/Q l,
the ratio of cross-stream velocity to free-stream velocity. The lowest level of (r/p)/q2 in the vicinity of
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I//6 = 0.1 wasplottedagainst[Wc/Qr[ for eachof theavailableexperiments(fig. 5.15).With theexcep-
tionof theMuller andTerrell-Bradshawexperiments,thereappearstobeafairly highdegreeof correlation
between(r/p)/q2 and lWc/Qrl. Each experiment roughly follows a (r/p)/q2 = 0.15 e-C'lWdQ'l-type
behavior, where C,,, = 2.4. Note that this correlation holds for the flows examined where We decreases
with distance downstream as well as for flows where it increases in the streamwise direction.
Abid (ref. 37) proposed using the ratio of crossflow to streamwise displacement thickness, _5_/_;, to
characterize the crossflow. This parameter is plotted against ('r/p)/q 2 [v/*_0.1 (fig. 5.16). He proposed
diminishing the Reynolds shear stress by 1 - 8_/_; so that
( = ( -/p),oMAX(1
This relationship, when applied to the structure parameter, correlates reasonably well with the data up to
the point where [6"/6_[ < 0.5; however, for 18_/8"[ > 0.5 the agreement worsens (fig. 5.16). A model
of the form ( "r/p)_o = ( "r/p)2oe -c'n 16U6"1appears to fit better (where C_a = 1.2 ).
The flow skew angle Ifl_, -/3_1 also correlates reasonably well with (('r/p)/q2)_,_0.1_ (fig. 5.17).
Curve (_-/p)3D = (_'/P)2n e-c'nla'-ad is also shown (with C,_3 = 0.017 ). All three of these parameters
IwJQsI, and 13,o - 3_[ are measures of the magnitude of the transverse flow velocity.
Physically, [W¢/Qs[ describes the magnitude of the streamwise vorticity relative to the spanwise vor-
ticity. The good correlation between the drop in ('r/p)/q2 [_,_0.1_ and the magnitude of the transverse flow
indicates that streamwise mean vorticity is somehow interfering with the turbulence processes. One might
think that streamwise vorticity would be a better parameter to use, however, streamwise vorticity varies
with location in the boundary layer (even changes sign) and is zero at the point of maximum crossflow
where the effective drop in stress is the largest.
The rate of boundary layer turning (i.e., flow curvature) might also affect the reduction of Reynolds
stress, the transverse flow forces could conceivably affect the shear stresses. Nevertheless, the decrease
in (-r/p)/q21_o._8 with the magnitude of the free-stream turning rate appears not to exhibit any particular
correlation (fig. 5.18).
It appears that the magnitude of the crossflow velocity correlates best with the magnitude of
('r/p)/q2 [_0.16. This is unfortunate, since any relationship involving crossflow velocity explicitly is not
Galilean invariant. Models of crossflow velocity can be altered by a uniform translation of the axes sys-
tem because the models lack coordinate system independence. The lack of this independence makes it
impossible to create a turbulence model which is truly general and applicable under a variety of different
coordinate systems. However, the proposed correlation,
('r/p) /q2 Iv_.16 = 0.15 e -c'lwdQ'f
(with C,_ = 2.4 ) does roughly fit a wide variety of 3D flows. Further assumptions about the shape of the
distribution of ('r/p)/q2 through the boundary layer are necessary, such as assuming that (7-/p)/q2 equals
('r/p)/q21_=0.18 everywhere in the boundary layer. This assumption may not hurt the overall calculations,
since models of the outer regions of the flow tend to be less critical to the accurate solution of turbulent
boundary layer problems.
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5.5 Mixing Length Sensitivity To Three-Dimensional Flow
The Reynolds stress when normalized by the mean flow strain-rate yields a quantity referred to as the
mixing length. Mixing length distributions for 2D zero pressure gradient flows were found by Prandtl to
increase with distance from the wall at a rate of _y (_ -- 0.41). Beyond 0.22 6, the mixing length was seen
to be a constant at a value of 0.09 6. Experimental estimates of mixing length for 3D flows, are also seen
to grow as ny in a region very near the wall (fig. 5.19); however, beyond _ of 0.0515 the mixing lengths are
considerably lower than for that of a 2D flow. This is in contrast to the finding that ('r/p)/q2 was primarily
affected in the inner region of the flow. The implication is that the near-wall Reynolds stress adjusts rapidly
to the new strain field while kinetic energy does not, and away from the wall, both Reynolds stress and
kinetic energy adjust slowly to the new strain field. The data from the spinning cylinder study exhibit
larger mixing lengths in the outer region due to the destabilizing effect of transverse surface curvature;
however, downstream (in the 3D interaction zone) they are lower relative to upstream levels. The fact that
the mixing length formulation fits reasonably well in the inner region of the flow helps to explain why
historically the mixing length models have found some acceptance for predicting attached 3D flows. One
possible reason for the lower mixing length in the outer region is the lag phenomenon--as the mean flow
strain rate increases with increasing crossflow the turbulence initially fails to generate additional Reynolds
stress, resulting in a lower value for _'I/T/D/( _V+Oy,,c3U2 tgW 2 (i.e., mixing length).
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Figure 5.1 _-_ & _ stress models compared with data for case D.S0 at
X=-152mm. O h'_ &/k b'W measurements, - - - Prandtl w/curvature,
- - - Johnson-King Model, -- Jones-Launder ut = 0.09k2/e,
...... Cebici-Smith model.
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Figure 5.2 _ & V-_ stress models compared with data for case D.S0 at
X=+225mm. 0 _ &/k vw measurements, - - - Prandtl w/curvature,
- - - Johnson-King Model, -- Jones-Launder u, = 0.09k2/e,
...... Cebeci-Smith model.
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Figure 5.3 _ _ _ stress models compared with data for case D.S1 at
X=+304mm. 0 u-v '_ /_ vw measurements, - - - Prandtl w/curvature,
- - - Johnson-King Model, -- Jones-Launder _t = 0.09k2/c,
...... Cebeci-Smith model.
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Figure 5.4 Measured stress direction compared to modeled stress direction for case
A.S1 at X=lS2mm. A Tan-_((OW/Or - W/r)/OU/Or), 0 Tan-' -v,,,
_ tjt-'-_ ,_
+ Flow angle Tan --a (W/U); ..... Rott, a T-model for Tan -1 ( _ ),
algebraic stress models for Tan-l(-""', -_i; ) using pressure-strain model of
--- Rodi-NWS. - - - LRR, ..... Fu-Launder, - - - Shih-Lumley.
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Figure 5.6 -_--_ stress Equation balance compared with models for case D.S0
at X=12mm, O (D-_-_/Dt) *o/US,., /_ (Production_u_) 3o/U_,
+ (Diffusion__,) *o/U_, × (Pressure-Strain- Dissipation_u_) ,_o/U_;
Pressure strain models, -- NWS, - - -LRR, ...... Fu-Launder,
-- - Shih-Lumley.
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Figure 5.7 -h'_ stress Equation balance compared with models for case D.S0
at X=152mm, (D (D-h-_/Dt) ,5o/U3r, A (Production_,,_) _o/U_,
+ (Diffusion_,,,) ,5o/U_, × (Pressure-Strain- Dissipation__) Eo/U_;
Pressure strain models, -- NWS, - - -LRR, ...... Fu-Launder,
-- - Shih-Lumley.
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Figure 5.8 -h--g stress Equation balance compared with models for case D.S1
at X=152mm, C) (D-h-g/Dt) _o/Ua,., A (Production_uv) _o/V_,
+ (Diffusion_,,v) _o/Ua,., x (Pressure-Strain- Dissipation_,,v) _o/V_;
Pressure strain models, -- NWS, - - -LRR, ...... Fu-Launder,
- - - Shih-Lumley.
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Figure 5.9 _ stress Equation balance compared with models for case D.S1
at X=152mm, O (D_--_/Dt) 6o/U 3, A (Production,,_) 5o/U 3,
+ (Diffusionv,,) 6o/V_, x (Pressure-Strain- Dissipationvw) 6o/U_;
Pressure strain models, -- NWS, - - -LRR, ...... Fu-Launder,
-- - Shih-Lumley.
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Figure 5.10 Anisotropy map for measurements of case A.S1 at O x=-152mm and
f x=+152mm.
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Figure 5.11 Anisotropy map for measurements of case D.S1 at @ x=-152mm and
A x=+152mm.
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Figure 5.12 Anisotropy map for LRR model computations of case D.S1 at
(_) x=-152mm and A x=+152mm.
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Figure 5.13 Structure parameter profiles for various experiments.
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Figure 5.14 Domain of sub-normal structure parameter for various experiments.
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Figure 5.15 Structure parameter verses peak transverse flow velocity.
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Figure 5.16 Structure parameter verses transverse flow displacement thickness.
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Figure 5.17 Structure parameter verses maximum flow skew angle.
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Figure 5.18 Structure parameter verses turning rate.
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Figure 5.19 Mixing length profiles for various experiments.
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6 COMPUTATIONS
Computations were performed on each of the pressure gradient cases with and without spin. Compar-
isons are made with the measurements in this chapter. The computations were performed with a bound-
ary layer solver (ref. 40) which relies on the usual boundary layer assumptions and a prescription of the
streamwise pressure gradient. Experimental upstream flow conditions were used as initial conditions for
the computations. The external pressure gradient was prescribed using the experimental measurements of
wall static pressure. The computations employed three separate turbulence models: (1) Launder, Reece,
and Rodi (ref. 41) full Reynolds stress equation model (with w 2 equation instead of e equation), (2) Wilcox
and Rubesin (ref. 42) k - w 2 equation model, and (3) Prandtl mixing length model--without curvature
correction.
The comparisons are given in one-page summary sheets (figs. 6.1 through 6.7), showing a series of
postage stamp plots of U/U,, W/U,, -_-q/U_ 2, F-_/U 2, and k/U_ for streamwise locations X = -430,
-152, -12, 25, 50, 101, 152, 228, and 304 mm. The plots are organized so that each row corresponds
to a single variable, and each column corresponds to a single streamwise location. These plots facilitate
visualization of the whole flow at a glance, making it possible to assess the overall flow solution and any
gross inadequacies of the turbulence model. The measurements are represented by dashed lines and the
computations are represented by solid lines. The calculations were discontinued when flow detachment
was detected; consequently, some of the plots do not include the latter stations in the flow.
6.1 Zero Pressure Gradient
Computations with the Launder-Reece-Rodi turbulence model for the case of zero pressure gradient
with spin (case A.S1) are shown in figure 6.1. The top row shows that U/U,. velocity is accurately cal-
culated throughout the flow. The second row shows that W/U,. velocity is slightly overpredicted near the
wall and underpredicted away from the wall at locations downstream of the spinning section. Calculations
fail to predict the reduction of the streamwise Reynolds stress, -_'-_/U2o, seen in the third row, probably
due to the imprecision of the physics in the model. The transverse component of Reynolds stress, V'_/U 2
(seen in the fourth row) is generally underpredicted in the outer part of the boundary layer and overpre-
dicted in the inner part of the boundary layer. Kinetic energy, k/U2o, seen in the bottom row is generally
underpredicted throughout the flow, except at the beginning where measured kinetic energy is used as an
initial condition. Underprediction of the kinetic energy has always been a problem with the k - e equation
type models (in this case k - w 2 ); it is probably due to errors in the dissipation rate equation.
Calculations in the nonspinning case of zero pressure gradient are in excellent agreement with the
data (not shown here).
6.2 Adverse Pressure Gradient with Transverse Flow
Computations with the Launder-Reece-Rodi turbulence model for the adverse pressure gradient case
with spin (case D.S 1) are shown in figure 6.2. The calculations are generally satisfactory. While the average
transverse momentum thickness is generally comparable between the calculations and the experiment,
the distribution of transverse momentum shows differences--too much momentum near the wall in the
calculations while not enough away from the wall. This erroneous distribution of momentum resulted
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from underprediction of the peak stress levels in the calculations of the V_/U2o stress shown in the fourth
row. The streamwise stress -_'-e/U2o, shown in the third row, is again overpredicted as it was in the case
of zero pressure gradient (the model's missing physics). Kinetic energy is underpredicted as usual.
Calculations using the k - 032 model (fig. 6.3) produced much the same results as did the Launder-
Reece-Rodi model. There are differences between the two models, although they are small. The k - w 2
model produces a larger W-velocity near the wall (see second row) than did the Launder-Reece-Rodi model,
and this is due to the even smaller peak level of V'_/U_ stress predicted by the k - 032 (see fourth row).
This is probably a result of the model's assumption that the stress is isotropic.
Calculations using the mixing length model (fig. 6.4) produce much worse results than either of the
other two models. The calculations produce generally poor results due to the lack of curvature correction
terms in the model. Due to the mismatch in U-velocity profiles from the start, use of the pressure gradient
makes the differences even larger, until the predicted flow ultimately separates.
6.3 Adverse Pressure Gradient without Transverse Flow
The calculations based on the Launder-Reece-Rodi model (fig. 6.5) are in quite good agreement with
the data for case D.S0 with no spin and adverse pressure gradient. The calculation produces premature
separation at the x = 210 mm station (not shown), a station that is close to the experimental separation
point, near x = 250 mm.
Calculations based on the k - 032 model are not as good (fig. 6.6). The calculated displacement
thickness is too small and the calculation fails to separate. Reynolds stress may be responsible for this
failure to separate, insomuch as it grows too large--larger Reynolds stress reduces the ability of the flow
to separate.
Calculations based on the mixing length model produce results as poor as the k - 03 2 model (fig. 6.7).
The calculated displacement thickness is too small, the calculation fails to separate, and the Reynolds stress
is too large.
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7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An axisymmetric flow containing both pressure gradient and transverse strain effects was measured in
detail, providing the necessary measurements to evaluate a wide variety of single-point turbulence closure
models. The boundary layer that developed on the surface of a cylinder (axis aligned with external flow)
was perturbed with externally applied pressure gradients and various translating wall boundary conditions
(segment of cylinder rotated). Two wall translation speeds W, = 0 and W, = U_ were studied for four
cases of adverse pressure gradient. The experiment offers axisymmetry for ease of analysis and calculation,
while retaining the main features of a three-dimensional boundary layer.
The primary accomplishment was the measurement of mean and fluctuating velocities with sufficient
detail and accuracy to evaluate not only various models, but also the terms in the transport equations for
turbulent Reynolds stresses. Almost all quantities currently used in the single-point closure turbulence
model were measured. Quantities not measured were extracted from equation balances.
In addition, calculations were performed on each test case employing a Prandtl mixing length model,
a two-equation model, and a full Reynolds stress model. This was done in an effort to resolve the relative
ability of each these kind of models to solve three-dimensional flows. The calculations did not involve any
modification to models.
Finally, a variety of three-dimensional flow experiments were reviewed in a search for general cor-
relations which might improve models for three-dimensional boundary layers. Two useful correlations
relating to effects of cross-stream flow were found.
7.1 Three-Dimensional Effects
The fully developed boundary layer at the downstream end of the spinning cylinder closely resembles
that of a two-dimensional boundary layer, which is collateral in the tc, n-l (-Ws/U,) direction (_ -45 o
for the primary cases studied here).
The effect of the sudden change in wall boundary condition (from W_ = U, to Wo = 0) on the mean
flow produces a highly skewed three-dimensional boundary layer, which relaxes back to a two-dimensional
boundary layer with distance downstream in an exponential manner.
The effect of the sudden change in wall boundary condition on the turbulence is to diminish (i.e.,
remove) one of the sources of production (due to transverse strain); this results in a reduced level of turbu-
lence. The high degree of mean flow skewing in the boundary layer also contributes to a further reduction
in the Reynolds stress levels, resulting in shear stress levels lower than for those of a comparable two-
dimensional boundary layer--a conclusion shared by most previous experiments on three-dimensional
boundary layers. The ratio of shear stress to kinetic energy drops (by 30%) below the usual level found in
two-dimensional boundary layers. The reductions in stress initially occur near the wall and diffuse outward
toward the edge of the boundary layer with distance downstream (reaching the edge by X = 106o).
Reductions in the transverse component of Reynolds stress were seen to severely lag the reductions
in the mean flow strain-rate, which suggests that isotropic eddy viscosity models are inappropriate.
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7.2 Pressure Gradient Effects
The pressure gradient reduces the level of mean flow strain-rate near the wail, while generating rela-
tively small levels of secondary strain rate aU/ax.
As a result of the pressure gradient, the turbulence Reynolds stress diminishes in the inner region of
the flow. The usual increase in stress is seen in the outer region of the flow for the two-dimensional cases,
while for the three-dimensional cases, the outer-region stress increase is less dramatic as a result of mean
flow skewing.
An inviscid rotation of the mean flow strain-rate vector direction, produced by the pressure gradient,
appeared to reduce the Reynolds shear stress---as was the case in the Pontikos-Bradshaw experiment;
however, the drop in stress was suspected to be a result of the pressure gradient rather than mean flow
skewing.
7.3 Turbulence Models
The Prandtl mixing length modeling assumption, applied to adverse pressure gradient, was shown to
produce an undesirable y2 growth of Reynolds shear stress with distance from the wall as opposed to the
linear growth seen in the experiment.
The ratio of Reynolds shear stress to kinetic energy was not a constant equal to 0.3 (as is assumed
in the k - E model), but instead a strong function of adverse pressure gradients, mean flow skewing, and
proximity to walls. In fact, _ taken at _t = 0.1/5 was found to correlate fairly well with the degree of
mean flow skewing for a wide range of three-dimensional experiments. The lower levels of _ found for
adverse pressure gradients could be partially accounted for by the use of streamwise aligned components
of stress.
The convective transport terms in the Reynolds stress transport equations for _'_ Reynolds stress and
kinetic energy were small relative to the production terms despite the presence of extra rates of strain
cgW/cgy and c9U/c911. However, the convective term in the _ equation is large relative to the production
term, making a model that uses the Reynolds-stress transport equation plausible. The pressure strain models
of Launder, Reece, and Rodi and Naot, Shavit, and Wolfshtein produced almost identical levels of modeled
pressure strain which compared quite well with the experimentally deduced levels of pressure strain. This
was the case for all situations--zero pressure gradient, adverse pressure gradient, and transverse strain.
Computations employing k - tu2 and full Reynolds stress models (Launder-Reece-Rodi) in general
calculated the mean flow quite well with and without pressure gradients; the full Reynolds stress model
produced slightly more accurate results in calculating the transverse component of flow. Computations
using a Prandtl mixing length model failed to predict the mean flow as accurately as the other two models,
primarily due to the model's insensitivity to rotational effects (curvature correction was not used). The
k - w 2 and full Reynolds stress model also lacked sufficient sensitivity to rotational effects to completely
match the velocity profiles at the end of the spinning section. No model was able to predict the drop in the
u-'-_component of Reynolds stress resulting from three-dimensional effects.
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Future work would be best done using a large cylinder radius relative to the boundary layer thickness
in order to minimize curvature and/or rotational effects. The curvature and/or rotational effects in this
experiment are relatively large compared to the curvature effects that one would find on most external
aerodynamic shapes, although the curvature is comparable to that seen in compressor blade problems. By
eliminating curvature effects, it would be possible to answer the initial question: Is a 3D boundary layer any
more or less prone to separation than a 2D boundary layer? Further experiments involving 3D separation
are needed to test the notion that a 3D boundary layer is more prone to separate than a 2D boundary layer.
As for an explanation of the Reynolds stress decreases in three-dimensional boundary layers, direct
numerical simulations (now in progress) offer the best hope, rather than guessing (also in progress).
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APPENDIX A
EFFECTS OF CURVATURE AND ROTATION ON THE BOUNDARY LAYER
Evidence of the destabilizing effects of rotation on the turbulence can be seen in the experimentally
deduced mixing length
t = ¢/_2 + v-_2/_/(ou/or)2 + (ow/o_ - w/_-) 2
In a 2D flat-plate type boundary layer, the mixing length appears to obey the usual lo = 0.41 y scaling
near the wall and lo = 0.095 away from the wall (fig. A.1). In the case with cylinder spinning the I/8
distribution is larger and seems to obey the simple scaling reported by Bradshaw (ref. 52) in which l = lo
(1 - 7Ri), where
Ri = 2(W/r)(OW/Or + W/r)/[(OU/Or) z + (OW/Or- W/r) 2]
Physically, the way to understand the destabilizing effect of rotation is to consider a fluid element
(with transverse momentum pW) (fig. A.2). The orbital path of the fluid around the cylinder is maintained
by an inward pressure force. The fluid is perturbed (bumped) away from its original orbit to a new orbit
of larger R where there is less inward pressure force. Here the pressure force is unable to hold the fluid in
orbit, and the fluid will now travel on a path which diverges outward from the cylinder. This essentially
contributes to a thickening of the boundary layer. Conversely, fluid which is bumped inward towards the
center of rotation would be further drawn inward by the pressure gradient (which increases with proximity
to the wall).
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APPENDIX B
COLLATERAL FLOW
While the flow on the spinning cylinder does contain transverse strain, it is not strictly speaking a
three-dimensional or three-component boundary layer, instead it is a two-dimensional, two component
boundary layer when viewed from a frame of reference translating with the cylinder's surface.
Consider the velocity components at the end of the spinning cylinder viewed from a stationary frame of
reference (fig. B.l(a)). The two components of velocity appear dissimilar. When one plots the W velocity
component verses the U velocity component, the resulting curve is a straight line (collateral condition).
Now if one considers the two velocity components in a frame of reference translating with the cylin-
der's surface (fig. B. l(b)), the two components appear similar. Indeed, if one plots the new velocity
component ITV,versus U, the resulting curve is a straight line which intersects zero. One can think of each
of these points on the line as the end of a vector whose origin as at zero. Each vector has the same direc-
tion/3. In other words, in this translating coordinate frame, the flow everywhere in the boundary layer is
traveling in the same direction. Such a flow is called collateral or unidirectional, which is why it is said to
be a 2D boundary layer traveling in a 45 ° direction (for W_ = U,) relative to the tunnel centerline.
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APPENDIX C
PRESSURE GRADIENT CASES A, B, C, AND D
This section contains tabulated values (tables C. 1 through C.5) of the surface pressure, flow angles,
skin-friction, and velocity field data, acquired for cases pressure gradient cases A, B, C, and D.
The measurements are described in section 3. Laser measurements of the mean and fluctuating quan-
tities were calculated using a 3D velocity bias correction. The bias correction is described in section 2.2.2.
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x(mm)
-914.400
-762.000
-609.600
-457. 200
3.175
6.350
12.700
19.050
25.400
38.100
50.800
76.200
101.600
127.000
152.400
177.800
203.200
228.600
254.000
304 800
381 000
457 200
533 400
609 600
609 854
660 400
711.200
762.000
812.800
SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
CASE B.S0 CASE B.SI CASE C.S0 CASE C.SI CASE D.S0 CASE D.SI
.............................................
Cp Cp Cp Cp Cp Cp
0.007 0.017 0.002 0.002 -0.017 -0.012
-0.005 0.005 0.000 0.000 -0.012 -0.010
0.000 0.002 -0.008 -0.002 -0.010 -0.005
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.403 0.387 0.452 0.460 0.167 0.145
0.405 0.389 0.452 0.463 0.172 0.155
0.410 0.392 0.452 0.467 0.184 0.160
0.410 0.404 0.452 0.481 0.197 0.174
0.417 0.406 0.460 0.481 0.206 0.189
0.430 0.421 0.467 0.488 0.236 0.214
0.439 0.430 0.475 0.500 0.263 0.238
0.456 0.452 0.480 0.512 0.310 0.292
0.471 0.469 0.490 0.523 0.356 0.339
0.488 0.483 0.498 0.540 0.391 0.376
0.500 0.500 0.507 0.549 0.418 0.413
0.507 0.510 0.517 0.551 0.440 0.442
0.519 0.522 0.530 0.565 0.455 0.467
0.532 0.529 0.538 0.568 0.469 0.486
0.539 0.541 0.550 0.577 0.482 0.506
0.551 0.550 0.565 0.596 0.501 0.528
0.568 0.565 0.585 0.605 0.528 0.555
0.570 0.565 0.593 0.596 0.550 0.565
0.549 0.543 0.577 0.572 0.555 0.555
0.481 0.469 0.510 0.502 0.516 0.509
0.483 0.471 0.507 0.498 0.506 0.494
0.410 0.385 0.440 0.437 0.455 0.445
0.330 0.308 0.350 0.355 0.369 0.361
0.274 0.262 0.295 0.292 0.297 0.287
0.267 0.248 0.282 0.285 0.273 0.268
-355.600 -- 0.016
-304.800 -- -0.016
-254.000 -- 0.016
-203.200 0.053 0.091
-152.400 0.133 0.201
-101.600 0.226 0.311
-50.800 0.325 0.381
0.000 0.388 __
Table C.1 Surface pressure distribution for cases B,C & D.
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CASE A.SI/2
X(mm) X(in) B(deg)
13.5 0.53 15.0
36.8 1.45 11.0
129.5 5.1 6.5
247.7 9.75 4.7
355.6 14.0 4.5
457.2 18.0 4.8
508.0 20.0 3.8
11.4 0.45 17.0
31.7 1.25 Ii.0
76.2 3.0 i0.0
139.7 5.5 7.0
285.8 11.25 4.9
482.6 19.0 3.3
565.2 22.25 3.6
CASE A.SI
X(mm) X(in) B(deg)
15.9 0.625 25 3
25.4 1.0 20 5
38.1 1.5 18 7
54.0 2.125 13 5
82.6 3.25 ii 8
104.8 4.125 i0 0
117.5 4.625 9 0
28.6 1.125 21.0
44 5 1.75 16.8
57 15 2.25 14.0
79 4 3.125 13.0
95 3 3.75 11.0
117 5 4.625 9.8
139 7 5.5 8.8
8.6 0.34 30.5
12.7 0.5 27.8
38.1 1.5 17.8
63.5 2.5 13.0
83.8 3.3 ii.0
101.6 4.0 9.8
127.0 5.0 9.3
152.4 6.0 8.0
185.4 7.3 8.8
223.5 8.8 7.7
269.2 10.6 7.5
292.1 ii. 5 6.8
360.7 14.2 6.2
406.4 16.0 6.3
469.9 18.5 4.8
514.4 20.25 4.9
577.9 22.75 3.8
641.4 25.25 4.0
CASE B'.SI/2 (*)
X(mm) X(In)
12.7 0 5
27.9 1 1
58.4 2 3
119.4 4 7
363.2 14 3
457.2 18 0
515.6 20 3
660.4 26
B(deg)
27.8
22.9
19.0
13.2
8.5
5.8
5.6
4.7
CASE B'.SI (*)
X(mm) X(In) B(deg)
53.3 2.1 22
99.1 3.9 19
162.6 6.4 16
223.5 8.8 15.4
292.1 11.5 14.0
358.1 14.1 15.0
436.9 17.2 12.4
500.4 19.7 9.7
551.2 21.7 9.2
12.7 0.5 32.6
22.9 0.9 30.9
53.3 2.1 22.4
100.3 3.95 19.7
142.2 5.6 17.6
180.3 7.1 17.1
228.6 9.0 14.5
269.2 10.6 13.8
321.3 12.65 12.4
467.4 18.4 ii.I
551.2 21.7 7.9
26 7 1.05
49 5 1.95
105 4 4.15
175 3 6.9
236 2 9.3
281 9 Ii.I
348 0 13.7
411 5 16.2
490 2 19.3
576 6 22.7
660.4 26
29.0
22.8
19.2
16.2
14.7
14.4
14.4
14.0
10.4
6.6
5.0
CASE B'.S2 (*)
X(mm) X(in) B(deg)
8.9 0.35 66
31.8 1.25 50
55.9 2.2 43
6.3 0.25 67
6.4 0.25 33.5 40.6 1.6 48
12.7 0.5 27.2 245.1 9.65 25
342.9 13.5 19.5
6.4 0.25 33.0
9.1 0.36 30.2 14.0 0.55 65
9.5 0.375 30.5 57.1 2.25 49
132.1 5.2 37.50
226.1 8.9 21.50
CASE C.Sl/2
X(mm) X(in) B(deg)
15.9 0. 625 33.8
19.0 0.75 33.0
25.4 1.00 32.5
41.3 1.625 31.8
50.8 2.00 30.0
69.9 2.75 28.5
95.3 3.75 20.5
12.7 0.5 37.5
20.6 0.81 37.3
31.75 1.25 32.1
47.6 1 875 29.0
63.5 2 5 27.3
82.6 3 25 27.6
104.8 4 125 22.1
155.6 6 125 20.0
190.5 7 50 15.4
266.7 10.50 9.0
311.2 12.25 9.5
457.2 18.00 5.8
508.0 20.00 5.8
15.9 0.625 32.1
22.2 0.875 30.5
28.6 1.125 30.5
41.3 1.625 28.8
54.0 2.125 27.5
76.2 3.00 25.0
117.5 4.625 20.2
269.9 10.625 10.8
311.2 12.25 8.5
368.3 14.5 8.4
400.0 15.75 5.6
508.0 20.0 8.6
12 7
25
36
50
76
92
120
139
209
450 9 17.75
0.5 38.5
4 1.0 34.0
5 1.44 30.5
8 2.00 27.5
2 3.00 22.8
1 3. 625 22.0
7 4.75 19.5
7 5.50 18.2
6 8.25 12.5
i0.0
* Note: The surface oil flow direction for case B' was obtained while the
tunnel was running in an off design condition (i.e., the boundary layer
was 50% thicker due to dirty inlet screens). This data should be used
qualitatively only, and "should not" be used in conjunction with the Cp
data or the LDV data which was obtained using design conditions.
CASE C. S1
X(mm) X(in) B(deg)
15.9 0.625 38.8
27.0 1.063 34.8
38.1 1.5 31.2
63.5 2.5 30.0
114.3 4.5 25.0
139.7 5.5 18.0
181.0 7.125 18.0
219.0 8.625 16.8
6.4 0.25 49.0
25.4 1 00 36.2
34.9 1
60.3 2
88.9 3
123.8 4
174.6 6
219.1 8
254.0 10
304.8 12
362.0 14
425.5 16 75
482.6 19.0
596.9 23.5
375 35.0
375 30.0
5 26.1
875 24.8
875 21.5
625 17 8
00 17 8
00 13 8
25 i0 5
ii 0
9 8
4 8
19 1
31
57
85
127
181
235
317
400
520
635
0.75 36.2
7 1.25 33.5
2 2.25 30.0
7 3.375 26.5
0 5.00 25.0
0 7. 125 20.2
0 9.25 17.8
5 12.5 10.5
0 15.75 9.0
7 20.5 7.5
0 25.0 5.0
CASE D. S1
X(mm) X(in) B(deg)
40.6 1.6 21.2
57.1 2.25 19.8
95.3 3.75 20.5
130.8 5.15 17.0
152.4 6.0 18.0
177.8 7.0 19.0
36.8 1.45 21.0
50.8 2.00 21.5
66.0 2.60 22.0
88.9 3.50 20.0
120.6 4.75 19.2
35.6 1.40 24.0
57.1 2.25 21.0
73.7 2.90 20.0
92.7 3.65 20.5
124.5 4.9 20.0
142.2 5.6 22.0
160.0 6.3 19.2
184.1 7.25 20.5
203.2 8.0 21.5
243.8 9.6 23.0
266.7 10.5 22.2
Table C.2 Surface oil-flow direction for cases A, B, C & D.
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CASE A. SI
X(mm) X(in) Cfx Cfz
6.4 0.25 0.00396 0.00257
12.7 0.50 0.00399 0.00208
25.4 1.00 0.00373 0.00147
50.8 2.00 0.00361 0.00097
101.6 4.00 0.00351 0.00065
152.4 6.00 0.00331 0.00048
228.6 9.00 0.00327 0.00044
304.8 12.00 0.00324 0.00037
457.2 18.00 0.00302 0.00027
609.6 24.00 0.00316 0.00022
CASE B. S0 (LDV & Clauser Method)
xCmm) XCin)
-457.2 -18
-330.2 -13
-228.6 -9.0
-152.4 -6.0
-76.2 -3.0
-12.7 -0.5
12.7 0.5
152.4 6.0
228.6 9.0
304.8 12.0
Cfx
0 0032
0 0032
0 0030
0 0020
0 00125
0 00077
0 00063
0 00033
0 00033
0 00032
Cfz
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
CASE B'.S0 (off design conditions)*
X(mm) X(in) Cfx Cfz
-330.2 -13 0.00278 0
-254.0 -i0 0.00270 0
-177.8 -7.0 0.00258 0
-152.4 -6.0 0.00235 0
-76.2 -3.0 0.001105 0
7.6 0.3 0.00064 0
152.4 6.0 0.00056 0
304.8 12.0 0.00048 0
CASE B'.SI/2 (off design conditions)*
X(mm) X(in) Cfx Cfz
12.7 0.5 0.00115 0.0006
25.4 1.0 0.0010 0.00043
50.8 2.0 0.0009 0.00033
76.2 3.0 0.00086 0.00027
152.4 6.0 0.00068 0.00013
304.8 12.0 0.00060 0.00008
CASE B' .Sl (off design conditions)*
X(mm) X(in) Cfx Cfz
12.7 0.5 0.0019 0.00133
25.4 1.0 0.0017 0.00083
50.8 2.0 0.0012 0.00050
152.4 6.0 0.0010 0.00030
304.8 12.0 0.0008 0.00020
• Note: The wall shear stress for case _ was obtained
while the tunnel was running in an off design condition
(i.e., the boundary layer was 50% thicker due to dirty
inlet screens). This data should be used qualitatively only,
and "should not" be used in conjunction with the Cp data
or the LDV data which was obtained using design conditions.
x(mm)
-343.2
-152.4
-50.8
-12.5
12.5
101.6
152.4
254.0
279.4
355.6
CASE C.S0
X(in) Cfx
-13.5 0 00329
-6.0 0 00153
-2.0 0 00044
-0.5 0 00026
0.5 0 00011
4.0 - 00008
6.0 - 00017
10.0 0 00012
11.0 0 000114
14.0 0 00036
CASE C.SI/2
Cfz
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
X(mm) X(in) Cfx Cfz
12.7 0.5 0.00063 0.00049
25.4 1.0 0.00042 0.00027
43.2 1.7 0.00032 0.000185
101.6 4.0 0.00035 0.000101
152.4 6.0 0.000206 0.000071
228.6 9.0 0.000227 0.000048
295.3 11.6 0.00033 0.000058
381.0 15.0 0.000467 0.000066
CASE C.SI
X(mm) X(In) Cfx Cfz
12.7 0.5 0.00111 0.00093
25.4 1.0 0.00110 0.00080
43.2 1.7 0.00079 0.000475
101.6 4.0 0.00055 0.000268
152.4 6.0 0.00059 0.000244
228.6 9.0 0.00053 0.000162
295.3 11.6 0.000536 0.000134
381.0 15.0 0.000622 0.000109
CASE D. SO
X(mm) X(In) Cfx
-152.4 -6.0 0.00310
6.4 0.25 0.00186
12.5 0.5 0.00177
25.4 1.0 0.00169
50.8 2.0 0.00113
114.3 4.5 0.000695
152.4 6.0 0.000405
221.0 8.7 0.000142
304.8 12.0 0.000000
368.3 14.5 0.000000
CASE D.SI/2
X(mm) X(In) Cfx
6.4 0.25 0.00212
12.5 0.5 0.001995
25.4 1.0 0.001955
50.8 2.0 0.001425
114.3 4.5 0.000710
152.4 6.0 0.000530
221.0 8.7 0.000315
304.8 12.0 0.000215
CASE D.S1
Y(mm) X(in) Cfx
6.4 0.25 0.00248
12.5 0.5 0.00277
25.4 1.0 0.00246
50.8 2.0 0.00188
114.3 4.5 0.00114
152.4 6.0 0.00125
221.0 8.7 0.000575
304.8 12.0 0.000595
Cfz
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Cfz
Cfz
0.00156
0.00129
0.00112
0.00075
0.00041
0.00042
0.00021
0.00023
Table C.3 Surface shear stress measurements with laser oil-flow interferometer.
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Cf circumfrential distribution
Cfx Case B.S0
Theta(deg) -761mm -304mm -76mm
180.0
157.5
135.0
112.5
90.0
9O 0
67
45
22
0
-22
-45.
-67.
-90.
-112.
-135.
-157.
-180.
0.00332
0.00322
0.00329
0.00321
0.00325
0.00325
5 0.00324
0 0.00325
5 0.00325
0 0.00329
5 0 00322
0 0 00317
5 0 00325
0 0 00337
5 0 00330
0 0 00329
5 0 00322
0 0.00332
0.00300
0.00283
0.00296
0.00288
0.00300
0.00308
0.00300
0.00293
0.00291
0.00306
0.00304
0.00306
0.00311
0.00304
0.00300
0.00296
0.00285
0.00300
0.00127
0.00113
0.00133
0.00129
0.00135
0.00131
0.00129
0.00123
0.00108
0.00113
0.00117
0.00125
0.00131
0.00133
0.00137
0.00146
0.00119
0.00127
Theta (deg)
180.0
157.5
135.0
112.5
90.0
67 5
45 0
22 5
0 0
-22 5
-45 0
-67 5
-90 0
-112 5
-135 0
-157 5
-180.0
Cfx Case C.S0
-457mm -304mm
0.00295 0.00289
0.00297 0.00280
0.00285 0.00272
0.00290 0.00280
0.00295 0.00289
0.00292 0.00280
0.00297 0.00277
0.00292 0.00285
0.00292 0.00294
0.00282 0.00277
0.00290 0.00294
0.00295 0.00295
0.00299 0.00299
0.00299 0.00289
0.00295 0.00275
0.00295 0.00275
0.00295 0.00289
-76mm
0 00054
0 00045
0 00040
0 00054
0 00067
0 00054
0 00054
0 00052
0.00056
0.00040
0.00047
0.00056
0.00065
0.00054
0.00045
0.00043
0.00054
Cfx Case D.S0
Theta(deg) 6mm 152mm 304mm -457mm
.....................
180.0 0.00186 0.00034 0.00009 0.00295
135.0 0.00200 0.00029 0.00001 0.00285
90.0 0.00220 0.00041 0.00013 0.00295
45.0 0.00192 0.00036 0.00009 0.00297
0.0 0.00202 0.00036 0.00006 0.00292
-45.0 0.00186 0.00018 0.00001 0.00290
-90.0 0.00220 0.00046 0.00013 0.00299
-135.0 0.00196 0.00024 0.00001 0.00295
-180.0 0.00186 0.00034 0.00009 0.00295
Table C.4 Surface shear stress measurements with preston tube.
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